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Broadband wireless in-house networks employing radio over multimode bre.

Radio over Fiber Distributed Antenna Systems
for in-building Broadband Wireless Servi es

Radio-over-ber (RoF) distributed antenna systems have been identied as a exible option for
the a

ess ar hite ture of

urrent and emerging wireless a

ings, as it redu es infrastru ture
issue of
with

ost and antenna site

apa ity bottlene k in wireless a

ess networks, espe ially inside build-

omplexity, as well as it over omes the

ess, allowing at the same time a exible

onvergen e

onventional opti al networks. This has led to the development of a great variety of meth-

ods and te hniques for generating and transporting mi rowave and millimeter wave (mm-wave)
signals to remote antennas via opti al ber. In addition to the transparent delivery of the radio
signals to the remote antennas, and, as a further step towards a reliable RoF infrastru ture for
broadband wireless a

ess, many networking aspe ts have to be explored as well.

This thesis investigates the use of RoF distributed antenna systems for broadband wireless a
networks in a balan ed approa h of the wireless and opti al aspe ts from a unifying a

ess system

perspe tive. The work presented in this thesis aims at developing high- apa ity wireless a
in-building networks applying a RoF te hnique to the physi al layer design of a
and reliable RoF-based wireless a
novel system

ess

ess

ost-ee tive

ess infrastru ture. The broad s ope of this work en ompasses

on epts, theoreti al analysis and experimental demonstrations from te hnology

and transmission level to link and networking levels.
At te hnology and transmission level, the

hara teristi s and a hievable performan es of a novel

RoF te hnique termed opti al frequen y multipli ation (OFM) are investigated in depth. A new
exible implementation of OFM based on a polarization interferometer is proposed and validated.
Additionally, the toleran e of this te hnique to

hromati

dispersion in single-mode ber and

its robustness against modal dispersion impairments in multimode ber links are analyti ally
and experimentally demonstrated, a hieving transmission re ords of radio signals at mm-wave
frequen ies on opti al

arriers.

At link level, many versatile system

on epts exploiting OFM's

wards the design of a RoF physi al layer whi h
lo al os illator delivery, in reased
and an in-band

ontrol

ell

hara teristi s are engineered to-

omprises bidire tional RoF transmission, remote

apa ity allo ation, support of multiple radio standards

hannel for dynami

radio link adaptation and remote antenna

ontrol.

viii
These

on epts are experimentally validated as well. Furthermore, the impa t of su h a RoF link

on various wireless medium a

ess

ontrol proto ols is analyzed, whi h represents a pioneering

ontribution to the radio-over-ber resear h eld.
Finally, at networking level, the previous RoF link design is extended to point-to-multipoint
distributed antenna systems (DAS). Two network designs are proposed and tested su
in laboratory trials. The rst network design is a

ompa t RoF-DAS whi h

essfully

ombines the use of

agile phase- and wavelength-tunable lasers with arrayed waveguide gratings and whi h enables
dynami

wavelength allo ation for providing exible radio

apa ity on demand.

The se ond

network design takes advantage of the OFM robustness against modal dispersion impairments
to build a full-duplex multimode ber ring network for distributing broadband wireless servi es,
whi h is implemented by means of an all-ber multimode add/drop node based on a narrowband multimode ber Bragg grating. This latter design represents the rst ever reported (to the
best of the author's knowledge) point-to-multipoint DAS over multimode ber, showing that the
OFM te hnique is uniquely suited for appli ation in multimode ber in-building networks.
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Chapter 1

Radio-over-Fiber Te hnologies in Broadband
A

ess Networks: a System Approa h

The growing demand of broadband servi es among residential and business

ustomers has fueled

the resear h and development of numerous wireline and wireless te hnologies to satisfy those
demands. Radio-over-ber (RoF) te hnology, a key enabler for the merging of broadband wired
and wireless servi es in an integrated full servi e a
tral investigation topi

ess and in-building network, is the

en-

of this thesis. In parti ular, this thesis deals with the appli ation of a

RoF te hnique to distributed antenna systems, en ompassing novel system

on epts, theoreti al

analysis and experimental demonstrations from te hnology and transmission levels to link and
networking levels.
This introdu tory hapter starts with a synopsis, in se tion 1.1, of the
a

urrent trends in broadband

ess networks development, in luding the te hni al and e onomi al aspe ts that motivate the

study of RoF systems as an advantageous option for broadband wireless a

ess infrastru tures.

Then, se tion 1.2 presents a brief overview of the mi rowave photoni s te hniques employed in
RoF systems, followed by a des ription of the system requirements to be met in RoF a
networks in se tion 1.3.

ess

Finally, the system approa h and s ope of this thesis is outlined in

se tion 1.4.

1.1 Trends in Current and Emerging Broadband A ess
Networks

1.1.1 Wireless A ess Networks
Sin e the beginning of the global-s ale expansion of se ond generation (2G) digital
works like GSM, we have witnessed a spe ta ular growth in wireless

ellular net-

ommuni ations, a eld in

whi h resear h and development eorts in the last 20 years have favored the emergen e of many
diverse te hnologies and systems (g. 1.1).
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GSM

Application area

WWAN

GPRS

EDGE

UMTS

HSPA

3G-LTE

WiMAX
IEEE 802.16

WMAN

Wi-Fi
IEEE 802.11x

WLAN

WPAN

ZigBee

10 kb/s

Bluetooth

100 kb/s

UWB

1 Mb/s

10 Mb/s

100 Mb/s

1 Gb/s

Data rate

Fig. 1.1: Lands ape of the urrent and emerging wireless ommuni ation systems
The rapid adoption of mobile voi e, data and messaging usage and the emergen e of numerous
mobile appli ations and multifun tion portable devi es have steered the
path of digital

ontinuous evolution

ellular networks over several generations, whi h, exploiting the lega y of mobile

network infrastru ture, provide in reased data rates, improved spe trum e ien y and enhan ed
pa ket-based quality of servi e (QoS). Cellular radio networks are
wide area networks (WWAN) be ause they provide
through handover mobility support and

ommonly

ataloged as wireless

onne tivity over a wide geographi al area

ell roaming.

Hierar hi al

ell ar hite tures are often

deployed, in whi h densely populated areas  like o e buildings, shopping malls,
and exhibition halls, airports,

enters, stadiums, et .  are

overed with mi ro- and pi o ells

demands in hot-spots, while fast mobility is maintained with umbrella

to satisfy massive tra
ma ro ell

ity

onferen e

overage.

Nevertheless, the wireless broadband internet a
has been unquestionably

ess in hot-spots, o es and home environments

onquered by the wireless lo al area networks (WLAN) standard series

IEEE 802.11 [1℄. Operating in the li en e-exempt 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands and providing peak
data rates up to 54 Mb/s

1 in ranges up to 100 meters, IEEE 802.11

physi al and data link layers of the OSI referen e model in ad-ho

overs spe i ations for the
mode or as a

ess point to

wired broadband data networks.
Also in the wireless personal area networks (WPAN) range (< 10 meters) and sharing the li en efree 2.4 GHz band, low

omplexity, low

have proliferated as small ad-ho

ost and low

onsumption wireless

onne tion interfa es

networks for a wide variety of appli ations in the

onsumer

ele troni s market. Bluetooth, ratied as IEEE 802.15.1 [2℄, enables the wireless inter onne tion
 as a

able repla ement  of a plethora of devi es,

omputer peripherals and applian es with

1 By adding multiple-input multiple-output antenna te hnology, data rates in ex ess of 100 Mb/s are urrently

envisioned.
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data rates up to 3 Mb/s. ZigBee, building on top of IEEE 802.15.4 [3℄, denes a general-purpose,
inexpensive, self-organizing, mesh network that en ompasses a

omplete proto ol sta k for low

data rate (up to 250 kb/s) wireless sensor networking and is applied to industrial
bedded sensing, home and building automation, medi al data
and radio frequen y (RF) identi ation.

ontrol, em-

olle tion and patient monitoring,

Also ultra-wideband (UWB) te hnologies are being

feverishly developed in the IEEE 802.15.3 family [4℄ to enable li en e-free wireless operation
with extremely high data rates up to 0.5 Gb/s in the 3-10 GHz band and up to 2 Gb/s in the
57-64 GHz band, and featuring low power

onsumption, unharmful interferen e and

oexisten e

with other systems in the same band.
This explosive growth in the lo al and short-range a
last-mile broadband a

ess has propelled the in reasing demand for

ess, where the worldwide inter-operability for mi rowave a

ess (WiMAX)

initiative pursues the development of a standards-based te hnology (based on the IEEE 802.16
family [5℄) that

an serve as a wireless broadband a

ess ba k-haul and as an alternative to

able and digital subs riber line (DSL) te hnologies. The IEEE 802.16 standard denes a set of
formal spe i ations for the global deployment of broadband wireless metropolitan area networks
(WMAN) to operate in li en e and li en e-exempt frequen y bands with line-of-sight (10-66 GHz)
and non-line-of-sight (2-11 GHz) requirements.

In addition to providing very high data rates

(100 Mb/s for mobile appli ations and 1 Gb/s for xed appli ations), IEEE 802.16 aims to support
enhan ed QoS, mobility and nomadi

onne tivity, whi h also broadens its appli ation area to

WWAN.
In

on lusion, the only predi table trend is that data rates, demand for additional bandwidth

and QoS requirements steadily in rease, and that a wide diversity of heterogeneous networks will
oexist in the future. Hen e, there is growing interest pointing at the development of e ient
dynami

spe trum management strategies enabled by

ognitive radios, as well as at integrating

ar hite tures to fa ilitate seamless mobility and ubiquitous wireless

onne tivity.

1.1.2 Opti al A ess Networks
Boosted by the ever-in reasing demand of high speed Internet servi es and the rise in servi e
and pri ing

ompetition among operators and servi e providers, opti al a

in reasingly penetrating the broadband a

ess networks are

ess market (g. 1.2).

Although the advent of broadband servi es was initially driven by digital subs riber line (DSL)
te hnologies over

opper pair, the

onsiderable investments required for upgrading to higher bit

2
rates and triple-play requirements have rea hed the point where it is no longer
to in rease speed over

opper.

This fa t has twisted

to enable millions of residential

ustomers to a

ost-ee tive

ompetitiveness in favor of opti al ber

ess integrated digital TV, super-high-speed

broadband Internet and voi e over IP servi es via a new ber-ri h a

ess network.

2 Triple-play is the marketing term for the provisioning of high-speed Internet a ess, television and telephony

over a single broadband onne tion.
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Fig. 1.2: Fiber-to-the-Home (FTTH) penetration 2007 (sour e: FTTH Coun il)
Operators' investment in extending ber to the

ustomer premises (e.g. FTTHome, FTTBuild-

ing, FTTCabinet and FTTCurb) has been enabled by the lower ber-infrastru ture
sive opti al network (PON) and the availability of
through the e onomi

ost of a pas-

ost-ee tive PON systems, whi h have broken

barrier of traditional point-to-point solutions, and have been su

essfully

standardized by the International Tele ommuni ation Union  Tele ommuni ation Standardization Se tor (ITU-T), following the work done by the Full Servi e A

ess Networks (FSAN)

group [6℄.
Based on time division multiplexing (TDM) with ber rea h up to 20 km and typi al split ratio
up to 1×32,

urrent PON standards su h as Broadband PON (B-PON) and Gigabit- apable

PON (G-PON) have tried to

servi e integration.

ater for higher bit rates, higher servi es

apabilities and greater

ITU-T Re ommendation G.983 series (B-PON, [7℄) addresses triple-play

servi es mostly implemented with a RF video overlay and uses asyn hronous transfer mode
(ATM) to provide nominal line rates of 155 Mb/s and 622 Mb/s in downstream and 155 Mb/s in
upstream dire tions. ITU-T Re ommendation G.984 series (G-PON, [8℄) provides e ient tripleplay servi e integration at the frame level, avoiding any lo al unne essary proto ol en apsulation
as well as in reasing the bit rate up to 2.488 Gb/s in downstream and 1.244 Gb/s in upstream.
Gigabit-Ethernet PON (GE-PON) is also a Gigabit- apable PON standardized by IEEE 802.3ah
(1 Gb/s, [9℄), whose proto ol is Ethernet native.
Resear h work towards next-generation networks points at further in reasing the G-PON bit
rates, more symmetri

bandwidth, longer rea h and higher split ratios [10℄. The primary speed

target is 10 Gb/s, whose foremost
that

hallenge is to develop 10 Gb/s (burst) optoele troni

an be manufa tured in volume at appropriate

ost for residential a

modules

ess deployment. The

1.1. Trends in Current and Emerging Broadband A ess Networks
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introdu tion of opti al ampliers at intermediate lo ations and forward error

orre tion (FEC)

pro essing are envisaged to expand rea h and split ratios, as well as to bypass and redu e the
number of lo al ex hanges. Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), extensively used in longhaul and metro networks,

an also provide a logi al single-star topology over a physi al passive

double-star infrastru ture to produ e a very exible network with dynami
apabilities, where the

on ept of

olorless opti al network unit (ONU) at the subs riber end

is gaining mu h interest. Code division multiple a

ess (CDMA) has also been proposed as an

omplement to WDM to in rease a

alternative to or as a

bandwidth allo ation

ess network exibility.

1.1.3 Radio-over-Fiber Systems
By

ombining both the high

apa ity of ber opti s and the exibility of wireless a

ess, radio-

over-ber (RoF) distributed antenna systems have been long re ognized as enablers of a exible,
ost-ee tive and versatile wireless broadband a
RoF systems propose the
essing at a

entralized

ess infrastru ture [11, 12℄.

onsolidation of the radio a

ess

ontrol and signal generation and pro-

ontrol station (CS) and the delivery of the radio signals transparently to

simplied remote antenna site (AS) that

ontain only RF modules via opti al ber. They take

advantage of ber's inherent properties of low loss, light weight, immunity against ele tromagneti

interferen e and huge transmission bandwidth to employ ber as a reliable transmission

medium for the distribution of mi rowave and millimeter wave (mm-wave) radio signals.
Considering the

urrent evolution of wireless

ommuni ation networks towards the use of higher

frequen y bands where more bandwidth is available, and the shrinkage of
satisfy in reasing tra
du e infrastru ture

ell sizes in order to

demands, AS simpli ation be omes an important issue in order to re-

ost and

omplexity. On the one hand, the use of mi rowave and mm-wave

frequen ies requires more expensive RF ele troni s, very high speed signal pro essing and higher
radiation power due to the higher free-spa e propagation losses asso iated with mm-wave frequen ies. On the other hand, the shrinkage of
for the

overage of a

ell sizes in reases the number of AS-s ne essary

ertain area, whi h be omes a huge part of the infrastru ture

osts.

Therefore, the immediate benet of RoF systems is the potential

ost-ee tiveness and exibility

oered. Pra ti al issues like size, weight, reliability and power

onsumption of the remote AS

equipment are also of vital importan e. Consolidating most of the expensive equipment at the CS
enables easier installation and lower operation and maintenan e
need to be so mu h

ompressed and prote ted from harsh environments at the AS. Additionally,

system enhan ements and network upgrades

an be performed without modi ations of the

radiating infrastru ture, by means of repla ing the
the CS.

osts, sin e equipment does not

Furthermore, striving for

orresponding elements, blo ks or

ards at

onvergen e of in-building networks for reasons of servi e

integration, upgradeability and e onomy of installation and maintenan e, the possibility of using
pre-installed multimode ber infrastru ture has be ome an attra tive option be ause multimode
ber is widely a

epted for short-range data lo al area networks, its large

ore fa ilitates spli ing
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Te hni al Aspe ts

So io-E onomi al Aspe ts

- Versatile Basi Infrastru ture
- Cost-Ee tive & Flexible

- Household and Business
- Business Opportunities (SME)
- Se urity & Priva y (Poli e, Bank)

- Low Radiation Levels

- Health Regulations, Hospitals

- E ient Common Radio Resour e Management
- True Seamless Mobility

- Flexible Broadband Wireless A ess
- Ubiquitous Wireless Conne tivity

- Operation & Maintenan e
- Network & Servi e Upgrade

- Short & Long Term Reliability
- Low OPEX

on

Demand

Table 1.1: Benets of radio-over-ber systems
and easier light inje tion and it

an benet from low- ost trans eiver modules [13℄. Pro essing

entralization at the CS oers also a number of system performan e advantages like the feasibility
of implementing e ient high-speed joint signal pro essing (e.g.
output (MIMO) te hniques or smart antennas),
for e ient dynami
wireless

for multiple-input multiple-

ommon radio resour e management strategies

spe trum allo ation, and seamless mobility algorithms to enable ubiquitous

onne tivity.

Table 1.1 summarizes some of the te hni al and so io-e onomi al aspe ts that motivate the study
of RoF systems as an advantageous option for broadband wireless a

ess infrastru tures.

1.2 Mi rowave Photoni s: Enabling Te hnologies
for Opti al-Wireless Convergen e
Mi rowave photoni s has been dened as the study of opto-ele troni

devi es and systems pro-

essing signals at mi rowave frequen ies, and the use of opto-ele troni

devi es and systems for

signal handling in mi rowave systems [14℄. This resear h eld has found appli ations in many
diverse areas, among whi h opti al signal pro essing with mi rowave photoni
photoni

mixers [16℄, analog-to-digital

tennas [18℄, opto-ele troni

lters [15℄ and

onversion [17℄, opti al beam forming in phased-array an-

probing of mi rowave and ultrafast digital integrated

Terahertz spe tros opy and imaging [20℄,

ir uits [19℄,

able television signal distribution [21℄, tele ommuni-

ation satellites [22℄ and radio astronomy [23℄, are just a few examples.
Its appli ation in wireless a

ess networks to RoF distributed antenna systems has led to the

1.2. Mi rowave Photoni s: Enabling Te hnologies for Opti al-Wireless Convergen e
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development of a great variety of methods and te hniques to generate and transport mi rowave
and mm-wave signals to remote antennas. This se tion gives a brief overview of some of these
te hniques,

ategories: RF/IF intensity modulation, opti al heterodyning

lassied into three

and harmoni s generation by FM-IM

onversion

3.

1.2.1 RF/IF Intensity Modulation
The simplest method for the opti al generation and distribution of radio signals in RoF links is an
intensity-modulation s heme via dire t [24℄ or external modulation [25, 26℄ of a laser. Aiming at
the AS simpli ity, the most straightforward approa h is the dire t transport of the radio signals
over opti al ber at the RF transmission
AS by dire t photodete tion and

arrier (RF-over-ber), whi h are re overed at the

onveyed to the radiating antenna without further pro essing.

Although this simple approa h does not present more restri tions than those of laser sour e
linearity for its appli ation to

ellular and WLAN systems (<

urrent

to higher mi rowave and mm-wave bands, its major drawba k is the
indu ed due to

hromati

dispersion in opti al ber transmission of

5 GHz),

arrier

when moving

an elation ee t

onventional double sideband

intensity modulation [27℄.
To over ome this ee t, opti al single sideband (SSB) modulation, whi h is implemented at
the transmitter, and SSB ltering of the opti al signal spe trum, whi h
at the transmitter or at the re eiver, have been proposed.

an be implemented

Opti al SSB modulation

an be

a hieved using a single dual-ele trode Ma h-Zehnder modulator [25℄, a hybrid intensity and phase
modulation s heme [28℄ or a monolithi ally integrated mono hromati
interferen e

laser with multimode

ouplers and two ele tro-absorption modulators [29℄. Opti al SSB ltering has been

demonstrated with dierent ber Bragg grating
doped indium phosphide

ongurations [30, 31, 32, 33℄ and with an iron-

rystal [34℄.

Alternatively, the transport of radio signals at lower intermediate frequen y (IF) sub arriers (IFover-ber) or at baseband (baseband-over-ber) allows the utilization of low-bandwidth opti al
and ele tri al

omponents at both the CS and the AS, and its transmission over opti al ber

is less severely ae ted by

hromati

dispersion.

However, this approa h requires frequen y

up- and down- onversion at the AS with a mm-wave mixer and a lo al os illator (LO), whi h
in reases AS

omplexity. The required LO

the up-/down- onversion

an be remotely delivered from the CS [35, 36℄ and

an be performed either ele troni ally [35℄ or opti ally [37, 38℄.

Additionally, there has been

onsiderable interest in the passive pi o ell

the AS design is further simplied with an O-E-O trans eiver that
opti al modulation fun tions in a single
need for a remote transmit laser.

on ept [39℄, in whi h

ombines photodete tion and

omponent for full-duplex operation and removes the

This full-duplex operation has been demonstrated with an

3 The list does not pretend to be omplete. The work ited here is just a small subset of the wide range of RoF
te hniques that have been proposed by many resear hers in the last few years, and attempts to give a fair view
of the wealth of ontributions to the eld.
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ele tro-absorption modulator [40℄ and with an asymmetri
as single opti al

Fabry-Perot modulator/dete tor [41℄

omponent at the AS.

1.2.2 Opti al Heterodyning
Opti al heterodyning te hniques  a pro ess where two opti al waves of dierent wavelengths
beat at a photodete tor in order to generate a mi rowave or mm-wave output 

an potentially

generate frequen ies into the Terahertz band and are, in theory, limited only by the bandwidth
of the photodete tor. They oer high dete ted power and high
opti al power

ontributes to the generated RF

Opti al heterodyning

arrier-to-noise ratio, sin e all

arrier.

an be obtained by using two lasers that emit light at wavelengths separated

by the required mi rowave or mm-wave frequen y. However, sin e the relative oset between the
two opti al

arriers is small

ompared to the absolute frequen ies of the

frequen y drift in either of the
frequen y.

arriers, any small

arriers translates into a major shift in the generated mm-wave

Moreover, the spe tral linewidth of the generated mm-wave equals the sum of the

two laser's linewidths, whi h may amount to several MHz. As a

onsequen e, the performan e is

limited by the phase noise and frequen y stability of the lasers. To obtain a high-quality
phase

arrier,

ontrol me hanisms, su h as opti al inje tion lo king (OIL) [42℄ and opti al phase-lo ked

loops (OPLL) [43℄,

an be applied. OIL generates low phase noise signals, but the lo king range

is small due to instabilities o

urring in the lo king pro ess above

riti al levels of inje tion.

OPLL's exhibit a wider lo king range but require short loop propagation delay (to a hieve wide
feedba k bandwidth) or lasers with narrow linewidth (to generate narrow linewidth mm-wave
signals). Opti al inje tion phase-lo ked loop (OIPLL) te hniques

ombine the benets of OIL and

OPLL, allowing lo king of wide linewidth lasers with wide lo king range, even with

onsiderable

loop propagation delay [44℄.
Other opti al heterodyning approa hes in lude heterodyne dete tion with a remote free-running
dual-mode lo al light sour e [45℄, self-heterodyning with a dual frequen y opti al sour e [46℄ and
self-heterodyning based on sub arrier modulation with opti al

arrier suppression [47℄.

1.2.3 Harmoni s Generation through FM-IM Conversion
Te hniques based on harmoni s generation by frequen y-modulation to intensity-modulation
(FM-IM)

onversion have the advantage of generating high mi rowave and mm-wave

arriers

with the use of a single laser sour e and low-frequen y ele troni s. These te hniques exploit the
wide opti al spe trum broadening a hieved with an opti al phase modulator to produ e an opti al
FM signal, whi h has frequen y

omponents at every multiple of the modulating frequen y that

drives the phase modulator. Sin e a square-law photodete tion of the opti al FM signal would
only generate a DC

omponent, an FM-IM

onversion is ne essary prior to photodete tion in

order to extra t the multiple-order harmoni s of the modulating frequen y.

1.3. System Requirements for Radio-over-Fiber A ess Networks
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This prin iple was employed in [48℄ and [49℄ to generate mm-wave
onversion in a dispersive opti al ber link.
hromati

to remove the

onversion due to
an

ommodate small variations in the optimal length. Employing a not h lter

entral opti al

even harmoni s and

the

The e ien y of the FM-IM

dispersion strongly depends on the ber link length, although the FM index

be adjusted to a

hromati

arriers through FM-IM

arrier, the resulting FM-IM

onversion yields the generation of

an elation of odd harmoni s at the photodete tor output [50℄. However,

dispersion in the opti al ber link alters the relative strength of the even harmoni s and

an elation of the odd harmoni s, and, as in [48℄, these variations

an only be

ounterbalan ed

with the FM index adjustment.
In order to make the system more independent of ber length variations, the FM-IM
an also be implemented with a periodi

onversion

opti al bandpass lter like, for instan e, a delay inter-

ferometer or a Fabry-Perot etalon [51, 13℄. In this

ase, the free spe tral range of the periodi

bandpass lter and its alignment with the opti al

arrier add two more degrees of exibility to

optimize the strength of the generated harmoni s. Thus, the ee t of
opti al ber link be omes a se ond FM-IM

dispersion in the

onversion stage, whi h, by adequate system design,

plays only a minor role with respe t to the rst FM-IM
Other proposed te hniques for mi rowave harmoni
properties of an opti al phase modulator in

hromati

4

onversion stage .

generation exploit the polarization-dependent

ombination with a polarizer, in an opti al loop mirror

and with bidire tional modulation using a Faraday mirror [52℄.

1.3 System Requirements for Radio-over-Fiber A ess Networks
For the sake of supporting the

urrent and emerging wireless systems in a RoF distributed

network, the rst analysis needed is an evaluation of the wireless system
to nd out whi h requirements should be
fun tionality and operation. The radio

hara teristi s in order

omplied with for guaranteeing the wireless system

hara teristi s and the wireless system requirements set

the boundaries and limitations of the opti al RoF distributed system design.
In a

onventional wireless link, an end-to-end logi al link

radio a

onne tion is established between the

ess point (RAP) and the terminal equipment (TE) (g. 1.3(a)). In a RoF link, where

the radio signal pro essing and

ontrolling load of the RAP are moved to a remote CS, the radio

proto ol sta k is shifted from the AS to the CS, and the end-to-end logi al link

onne tion is

established between the CS and the TE (g. 1.3(b)).
As a result, the opti al link between the CS and the AS lies within the physi al layer of the
wireless system to be supported, independently of the RoF te hnique employed.

The opti al

distributed system behaves as an analogue transmission system that should not modify the
nature of the radio signal format, but deliver it with the best possible delity to the remote AS,

4 This te hnique, named opti al frequen y multipli ation (OFM), is the basis of the resear h work presented

in this thesis and will be further analyzed (theoreti ally and experimentally) in the following hapter.
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(a) Conventional wireless link

(b) Radio-over-ber link

Fig. 1.3: Radio-over-ber system approa h (RAP: radio a ess point; TE: terminal equipment; CS: entral
station; AS: antenna site; E/O: ele tro-opti al onversion; O/E: opto-ele troni
PHY: physi al layer; MAC: medium a ess ontrol; LLC: logi al link ontrol)

CS
AS
RoF link

onversion;

Controls both ber and radio domains
Remote radio medium a ess ontrol
Dummy analog repeater interfa e
Extension of the radio domain a ess
Analog transport of the radio signals
Transparent for radio proto ol sta k

Table 1.2: Radio-over-ber system approa h
whi h a ts as a transparent analogue repeater interfa e from the opti al medium to the radio
medium and vi e versa. Sin e the radio
a

ess

ontrol has to be performed, thus

radio domain a

ontrol is lo ated at the CS, a remote radio medium
onverting the opti al domain into an extension of the

ess (table 1.2).

1.3.1 Layer 1: Physi al Layer
The RoF te hnique employed in the distributed antenna system has to ensure transparent transport of the wireless signals delivered to the AS, be ause dierent modulation formats

an be

employed in the air interfa e via the same delivery link and even during the same wireless
ne tion. This opti al link transparen y enables a potential

on-

oexisten e of dierent standards in

a multi-standard distributed antenna system approa h.
In order to guarantee
te hnique have to

orre t operation, the radio signals generated/transported by the RoF

omply with the wireless signal requirements spe ied by the

wireless standards for the RAP transmitter/re eiver modules.

orresponding

In downlink, the radio signals

arriving at the AS from the CS have to meet the RAP transmitter requirements at the antenna
onne tor. In uplink, the radio signals

olle ted at the AS are (dire tly or after down- onversion)

transparently transmitted to the CS, where the RAP re eiver performan e requirements have to
be met.
Besides the transparent transmission of radio signals, the RoF system has to allow other spe i
pro edures inherent to the physi al layer of wireless systems as well. These involve the provision
of opti al resour es for bidire tional

onne tivity, transparen y to the radio

hannel variations

1.4. System Approa h and S ope of this Thesis
and to the dynami
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radio link adaptation strategies performed by wireless systems, provision

of RF bandwidth at dierent bands for the simultaneous support of multiple wireless standards
and enhan ement

apabilities for e ient reuse of resour es.

1.3.2 Layer 2: MAC/LLC Layer
Given the analogue nature of the RoF links, transparent transport of the wireless proto ol sta k
o

urs from the CS to the AS.

Thus, radio medium a

ess

ontrol (MAC) and logi al link

ontrol (LLC) proto ols do not need to be modied. However, the additional propagation delay
introdu ed by the ber in the end-to-end logi al link
to a

onne tion has to be

onsidered in order

ommodate ber lengths that guarantee proper operation and minimize frame

apa ity

redu tion.

1.3.3 Layer 3: Network Layer
In order for RoF systems to be a viable te hnology, it is essential that they
integrated with

onventional opti al a

an be merged and

ess networks. Therefore appropriate opti al multiplexing

me hanisms that enable the point-to-multipoint delivery of the radio signals and simultaneously
t in

onventional opti al a

ess network ar hite tures have to be engineered.

1.4 System Approa h and S ope of this Thesis
The resear h work reported in this thesis has been

arried out at Eindhoven University of Te h-

nology, within the framework of the  Broadband wireless in-house networks employing radio over

multimode bre  proje t, supported by the IOP GenCom Program of the Senter Novem agen y
(within the Dut h Ministry of E onomi s Aairs), and in

ollaboration with Delft University of

Te hnology. The main goal of the proje t is to design system
in-house networks,

omprising the physi al layer design of a point-to-multipoint RoF network

(TU Eindhoven) and the development of suitable a
anisms to

on epts for high- apa ity wireless

ess

ontrol and mobility management me h-

reate an in-building seamless network environment (TU Delft).

This thesis addresses the study of broadband wireless a

ess networks employing RoF te hniques

and the appli ation of the opti al frequen y multipli ation (OFM) te hnique to the physi al layer
design of a

ost-ee tive and reliable RoF-based wireless a

ess infrastru ture. This te hnique

has the advantage of generating high frequen y harmoni s with a single laser sour e and employing low-frequen y ele troni s, it is tolerant to

hromati

dispersion in single-mode ber and

robust against modal dispersion in multimode ber transmission, and
in last-mile opti al a

an be easily integrated

ess networks by means of wavelength division multiplexing, as will be

demonstrated in the following

hapters.
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The outline of this thesis follows a logi al path from RoF transmission te hnique (Chapter 2), to
RoF link (Chapter 3), to RoF network (Chapter 4). Chapter 2 presents an analyti al and experimental study of the OFM prin iple as a suitable mi rowave photoni s te hnique for RoF transmission. In Chapter 3, relevant networking aspe ts are investigated for the physi al layer design
of a RoF link based on OFM, in luding its impa t on radio medium a
the dimensioning of the proposed design. Chapter 4 extends the
distributed antenna systems and proposes two design examples:
enables exible dynami

ess

ontrol proto ols and

on ept to point-to-multipoint
a

ompa t ar hite ture that

RF and wavelength allo ation and an all-ber full-duplex multimode

wavelength division multiplexing network for the delivery of wireless broadband servi es inside
buildings. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the main
future resear h dire tions.

on lusions of the work and envisages possible

Chapter 2

Radio-over-Fibre Te hnique:
Opti al Frequen y Multipli ation

This

hapter presents an analyti al and experimental study of the Opti al Frequen y Multipli-

ation (OFM) prin iple as a suitable mi rowave photoni s te hnique for radio-over-ber (RoF)
transmission. First, the prin iple of operation and dierent implementation options are explained
in se tion 2.1. Se ond, the impa t of ber

hromati

and modal dispersion on OFM transmis-

sion over ber links are dis ussed in se tions 2.2 and 2.3, respe tively. Then, a radio-over-ber
transmission s heme based on OFM is introdu ed in se tion 2.4 and a
mental study of it is presented in se tion 2.5. Finally, the main

omprehensive experi-

on lusions of the

hapter are

1
summarized in se tion 2.6 .

2.1 Opti al Frequen y Multipli ation (OFM)

2.1.1 Prin iple of Operation
The OFM prin iple is based on harmoni s generation by frequen y-modulation to intensitymodulation (FM-IM)

onversion through a periodi

an FM tone-modulated signal

onsists of a

opti al bandpass lter.

The spe trum of

arrier frequen y line plus an innite number of

sideband lines equally spa ed by the modulating tone [58℄. However, this opti al FM signal has
a

onstant envelope, and when laun hed into a photodiode, only DC power is dete ted. In order

to extra t the frequen y

omponents of the opti al FM signal after photodete tion, an FM-IM

onversion is ne essary. The FM-IM

onversion

auses an intensity-modulation on the opti al

FM signal envelope, whi h yields, at the photodiode output, an ele tri al amplitude-modulated
signal with frequen y

omponents at every multiple of the modulating tone (harmoni s), whose

relative amplitude depends on the FM modulation index and the
onversion element (g. 2.1). In this way, high mi rowave

hara teristi s of the FM-IM

arrier frequen ies

an be opti ally

1 This hapter has been mainly ompiled from the resear h work and experimental results published in [53,54,

55, 56, 57℄.
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FM

FM

FM – IM

Fig. 2.1: Prin iple of operation: FM-IM onversion ee t (FM: frequen y modulation; IM: intensity
modulation)
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Fig. 2.2: Ma h-Zehnder Interferometer (MZI) (FSR: free spe tral range)
generated at the photodiode output from the relatively low frequen ies that are applied to

reate

the opti al FM signal.
The OFM prin iple proposes to implement this FM-IM

onversion through a periodi

opti al

bandpass lter, su h as a Fabry-Perot etalon [59℄ or a delay interferometer [13℄. In this thesis,
two implementation options for the FM-IM

onversion through a delay interferometer are stud-

ied in detailed, namely, a ber based Ma h-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) and a polarization
interferometer (PI).

2.1.2 FM-IM Conversion through a Ma h-Zehnder Interferometer (MZI)
The frequen y modulation of a mono hromati

light sour e with

by an ele tri al sinusoid signal of sweep frequen y

ωsw

entral opti al frequen y

ω0

an be represented by the modulated

ele tri al eld

EF M (t) = E0 · e jΨ(t) ,
with instantaneous opti al phase
opti al eld, and
broadening
The FM-IM

β

Ψ(t) = ωo t + β sin(ωsw t),

(2.1)
where

E0

is the amplitude of the

indi ates the frequen y modulation index and determines the spe trum

aused by the frequen y modulation (∆ω
onversion

= 2 · (β + 1) · ωsw ).

an be implemented through an MZI with impulse response

hM ZI (t) =

2.1. Opti al Frequen y Multipli ation
1
2 (δ(t)

+ δ(t − τ ))
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(g. 2.2), used as a periodi

EOF M (t) =

bandpass lter. Then, the resulting OFM signal


E0  jΨ(t)
e
+ e jΨ(t−τ )
2

(2.2)

is laun hed into a photodiode, and the intensity of the ele tri al signal obtained at its output,
normalized with respe t to the photodiode responsivity,

iOF M (t) = |EOF M (t)|2 =
where

τ

an be expressed as


|E0 |2 
· 1 + cos Ψ(t) − Ψ(t − τ ) ,
2

is the time delay in one of the arms of the MZI.

(2.3)

Expanding upon (2.3) with Bessel

2
fun tions of the rst kind (Jn ) , it yields

iOF M (t) =


1
1 + cos(ω0 τ ) · J0 2β sin(ωsw τ2 ) +
2
∞
X


+ cos(ω0 τ )
(−1)n J2n 2β sin(ωsw τ2 ) · cos 2nωsw (t − τ2 ) +
+ sin(ω0 τ )

n=1
∞
X

n=1
normalized with respe t to
every harmoni

|E0 |2 .



(−1)n J2n−1 2β sin(ωsw τ2 ) · cos (2n − 1)ωsw (t − τ2 ) ,

As

an be seen in (2.4), iOF M (t) has frequen y

of the sweep frequen y

n · ωsw ,

omponents at

with relative amplitudes

τ
cos(ωo τ ) · J2n (2β sin( ωsw
2 )),

and

(2.5a)

τ
sin(ωo τ ) · J2n−1 (2β sin( ωsw
2 )),
for the even (2n) and the odd (2n

− 1)

(2.4)

(2.5b)

harmoni s, respe tively [13℄.

2.1.3 FM-IM Conversion through a Polarization Interferometer (PI)
The FM-IM

onversion

an be implemented through a polarization interferometer (PI), as follows.

The opti al FM signal is laun hed into a birefringent element (e.g. a polarization maintaining
ber), whi h introdu es a dierential group delay (DGD) between the propagation of the two
orthogonal prin ipal states of polarization. These two
FM signals with

omponents are polarization-orthogonal

onstant envelope that do not interfere with ea h other, and therefore, if the

output of the birefringent element is laun hed into a photodete tor, no harmoni s are generated.
In order to extra t an interferometri
element with a

ertain angle

polarization interferometri

θp

omponents, a polarizing

with respe t to the main polarization axis

term is the result of the FM-IM

Assuming that the opti al FM signal

2 See Appendix A for details.

term between the two orthogonal

an be used.

This

onversion (g. 2.3).

EF M (t) in (2.1) has linear polarization,

it

an be expressed

Chapter 2. RoF Te hnique: Opti al Frequen y Multipli ation
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Fig. 2.3: Polarization Interferometer (PI) s heme to implement the FM-IM onversion
as

−−−→
EF M (t) = EF M,x (t) · ~x + EF M,y (t) · ~y ,

with

(

where (~
x,

~y )

EF M,x (t) = E0 · cos θF M · ejΨ(t)
EF M,y (t) = E0 · sin θF M · ejΨ(t)

are the prin ipal states of polarization, and

θF M

(2.6a)

,

(2.6b)

is the angle of

−−−→
EF M

with the x -

o
axis dire tion. If θF M is set to 45 ,

−−−→
EF M (t) splits into two identi

linear polarization. Then,

is laun hed into the birefringent element, along whi h

and

EF M,y

−−−→
EF M (t)

al

omponents with orthogonal

EF M,x

propagate at dierent speed, yielding the output

−→
E0
E0
Ebi (t) = √ · ejΨ(t) · ~x + √ · ejΨ(t−τ ) · ~y ,
2
2
where

τ

is the DGD between the two polarization axes at the output of the birefringent element.

To extra t the interferometri
a

ertain angle

θp

term between the two

signal, we

omponents of

with respe t to the main polarization axis (~
x,

a linearly polarized signal is obtained, whi h is a
an rotate the

omposite of

oordinate system (~
x, ~y ) to (x~′ ,

the linearly polarized signal after the polarizer is the
anti lo kwise rotation of a
is given by the

oordinate system (~
x,

an express

~y )

−→
Ebi (t), a linear polarizer with

~y )

Ebi,x

is used. After the polarizer,
and

Ebi,y .

To

al ulate this

y~′ ) anti lo kwise by the angle

omponent in the

~′ ,
to (x

y~′ )

x~′ -axis

by the angle

θp

−→
Ebi (t)

in both

!

thus,

dire tion. The

in the same plane

=

cos θp

sin θp

− sin θp cos θp

!

·

~x
~y

!

.

(2.8)

oordinate systems as

 −→


 Ebi (t) = Ebi,x · ~x + Ebi,y · ~y ,

or


→

 −
Ebi (t) = (cos θp · Ebi,x + sin θp · Ebi,y ) · x~′ + (− sin θp · Ebi,x + cos θp · Ebi,y ) · y~′ .
Now, we

θp ;

oordinate transformation matrix

x~′
y~′
We

(2.7)

an set the linear polarizer at any of the main axes of the

~′ ,
oordinate system (x

(2.9)

y~′ ).

If
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Fig. 2.4: Cas aded MZI stru tures as periodi bandpass lter (FSR: free spe tral range)
the polarizer is set to sele t the

ix (t) =
and if the

y~′

omponent, we obtain at the photodete tor output


|E0 |2 
· 1 + 2 · sin θp · cos θp · cos Ψ(t) − Ψ(t − τ ) ;
2

(2.10a)

omponent is sele ted, the output intensity is

iy (t) =
We

x~′


|E0 |2 
· 1 − 2 · sin θp · cos θp · cos Ψ(t) − Ψ(t − τ ) .
2

an observe that ix (t) and iy (t) represent the

onstru tive and destru tive interferen e of the

interferometer, respe tively. If the polarizer is set to sele t the
obtain

iP I (t) =

(2.10b)

x~′

omponent when


|E0 |2 
· 1 + cos Ψ(t) − Ψ(t − τ ) ,
2

θp = 45o ,

we

(2.11)

after photodete tion, whi h is equal to the expression obtained with an MZI with

τ

delay, iOF M (t)

in (2.3). Therefore, this implementation results in the same harmoni s generation a hieved in
(2.5).

If dierential dete tion of the two

omponents is employed, doubled amplitude of the

generated harmoni s and DC suppression is a hieved.

2.1.4 Other Implementation Options for FM-IM Conversion
The FM-IM

onversion

an be obtained through any kind of periodi

bandpass lter, indepen-

dently of the shape of its pass bands. For instan e, when several MZI stru tures with equal
delay are

τ

as aded, the pass bands of the resulting bandpass lter be ome narrower while the

free spe tral range (FSR) remains the same, provided that the stru tures are aligned (g. 2.4).
For instan e, in the

ase of two

as aded MZI stru tures, the impulse response of the resulting

Chapter 2. RoF Te hnique: Opti al Frequen y Multipli ation
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lter

an be represented by

1
1
h2M ZI (t) = (δ(t) + δ(t − τ )) ∗ (δ(t) + δ(t − τ )),
2
2
where

∗

indi ates

through the

onvolution. Thus, when an opti al FM signal like

EF M (t)

(2.12)

in (2.1) is passed

as aded stru ture, it yields

E2M ZI (t) =


1  jΨ(t)
+ 2 · e jΨ(t−τ ) + e jΨ(t−2τ ) ,
· e
4

(2.13)

and the intensity of the ele tri al signal obtained at the photodiode output, normalized with
respe t to

|E0 |2

and the photodiode responsivity,

i2M ZI (t) =

As
the

an be seen,

i2M ZI (t)

osine fun tion in


1 
· 3 + 2 · cos Ψ(t) − Ψ(t − τ )
8


+ cos Ψ(t) − Ψ(t − 2τ ) + 2 · cos Ψ(t − τ ) − Ψ(t − 2τ ) .
is

omposed of

iOF M (t)

n · ωsw

at every harmoni

an be expressed as

(2.14)

osine fun tions with arguments of the same form as

(2.3), whi h results in the generation of frequen y

omponents

of the sweep frequen y at the photodiode output. Hen e, expanding

upon (2.14) with Bessel fun tions of the rst kind (Jn ), it results in the following expressions for
the relative amplitude of the even and odd harmoni s, respe tively:

ωsw τ
τ
cos(ωo τ ) · J2n (2β sin( ωsw
2 )) · cos(2n 2 ) +

1
· cos(2ωo τ ) · J2n (2β sin(ωsw τ )),
4

ωsw τ
τ
sin(ωo τ ) · J2n−1 (2β sin( ωsw
2 )) · cos((2n − 1) 2 ) +

and

(2.15a)

1
· sin(2ωo τ ) · J2n−1 (2β sin(ωsw τ )).
4

(2.15b)

2.2 Chromati Dispersion Ee t on OFM Transmission over
Single-mode Fiber (SMF)
When a pulse of light is laun hed into a single-mode ber, ea h opti al frequen y
travels through the ber at a dierent velo ity.
distorted.

Two

omponent

As a result, the pulse broadens and be omes

auses of this ee t are the wavelength dependent propagation

hara teristi s

of glass (material dispersion) and the ber's guiding properties (waveguide dispersion).
ombined ee t is

alled

hromati

dispersion, and dominates the transmission

The

hara teristi s in

single-mode bers.
For sine-wave modulation of a mono hromati
expressed in terms of phase of the opti al

sour e, the ee ts of

arrier

φ

hromati

dispersion

an be

as

φ = (−zλ20 /4πc) · D · (ω − ω0 )2

[60℄,

(2.16)

2.3. Modal Dispersion Ee t on OFM Transmission over Multi-mode Fiber
where

z

is the ber length,

respe tively, and
Evaluating

φ

D

λ0

and

ω0

the wavelength and angular frequen y of the opti al

is the dispersion

oe ient.

for the opti al

arrier

2
= (−zλ20 /4πc) · D · n2 ωsw

ωsw

arrier,

for the transmission of an opti al FM signal yields

φ = 0,

where

19

for the sideband frequen y

is the modulating frequen y. It

any frequen y

omponent and the opti al

omponents

(2.17)

an be observed that the phase dieren e between

arrier varies as the square of the frequen y separation

(±nωsw ). As a result, an FM-IM

onversion ee t is produ ed through the opti al ber due to

intensity after photodete tion is

omposed of multiple harmoni s of the modulating frequen y

hromati

ωsw

dispersion. This ee t was further elaborated in [48℄ to demonstrate that the resulting

with relative amplitudes given by

In = Jn (2β sin(nφ)),
where

β

As a

onsequen e,

is the FM index and

stage of FM-IM

hromati

Jn

(2.18)

represent a Bessel fun tion of the rst kind.

dispersion in single-mode ber transmission produ es a se ond

onversion, whi h may enhan e the FM-IM

onversion a hieved by the delay

interferometer in OFM [13℄.

2.3 Modal Dispersion Ee t on OFM Transmission over
Multi-mode Fiber (MMF)
Multimode ber (MMF) transmission is

hara terized by group velo ity dieren es among prop-

agating modes, whi h produ es modal dispersion along the opti al link. Therefore, the frequen y
response of a MMF link is determined by both the modal group delays and mode group mixing
along the link, and it strongly depends on the modal power distribution indu ed by the laun hing

onditions at the transmitting end and at the intermediate ber

onne tors or spli es. As a

result, the MMF frequen y response presents transmission bands and frequen y dips for a given
ber length, whi h may impair the transmission of RF signals by intensity modulation. In the
ase of OFM signals transmission, however, MMF transmission
IM

onversion stage owing to the modal interferometry

an be modeled as a se ond FM-

aused by the dierential mode group

delays and mode group mixing per output mode group (g. 2.5).

2.3.1 Multimode Fiber Propagation Model
Guided modes propagating along a graded index ber are
in whi h modes have almost similar propagation

lustered into families (mode groups)

onstant [61℄. In our signal analysis, we assume
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wM

τMj
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τ3j

w2
(a) 1st FM-IM onversion stage,
through delay interferometer

τ2j

w1

τ1j

(b) 2nd FM-IM onversion stage,
through modal interferometry
(per output mode group j )

Fig. 2.5: FM-IM onversion through multimode ber transmission

that

oupling within a mode group is always

omplete, and

onsequently, modal dispersion within

a mode group is absent.
If no mode group mixing between mode groups o
agates as a single
In this

urs (g. 2.6(a)), an entire mode group prop-

omposite mode, traveling at a well-dened group velo ity without spreading.

ase, the response

hM M F nomix (t)

of a MMF link to an impulse laun hed at its input

be modeled as

hM M F nomix (t) =

M
X
j=1

where

M

is the number of propagating mode groups, the set

at the ber input, and

τj

wj

(2.19)

is the mode power distribution

is the mode group delay of mode group

(mode dependent attenuation is not
In

wj · δ(t − τj ),

j

along its propagation path

onsidered for simpli ation).

ase that mode group mixing between mode groups along the link o

output mode group is a
response

hM M F mix (t)

omposite of

of the MMF link to an impulse laun hed at its input

M X
M
X
j=1 i=1

M

bution at the ber input,

group

i

j,

and

τij

dij

is the power mixing

wi

(2.20)

is the mode power distri-

oe ient from input mode group

i

to output

is the propagation delay along the propagation path from input mode

to output mode group

formulation simpli ity.

an be modeled as

wi · dij · δ(t − τij ),

is again the number of propagating mode groups, the set

mode group

urs (g. 2.6(b)), ea h

ontributions from all the input mode groups, and the

hM M F mix (t) =

where

an

j.

In the following, we dene the

oe ients

cij = wi · dij

for

2.3. Modal Dispersion Ee t on OFM Transmission over Multi-mode Fiber

x(t )

w1

y1 (t ) = w1 ⋅ x(t − τ 1 )

w2

y2 (t ) = w2 ⋅ x(t − τ 2 ) x(t )

y1 (t ) = x(t ) ∗ ∑ wi ⋅ d i1 ⋅ δ (t − τ i1 )

w1
w2

y2 (t ) = x(t ) ∗ ∑ wi ⋅ d i 2 ⋅ δ (t − τ i1 )
i

y3 (t ) = x(t ) ∗ ∑ wi ⋅ di 3 ⋅ δ (t − τ i 3 )
i

y3 (t ) = w3 ⋅ x(t − τ 3 )

w3
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w3

i

(a) without mode group mixing

(b) with mode group mixing

Fig. 2.6: Multimode ber propagation model

2.3.2 MMF Transmission of an Opti al FM Signal
If an opti al FM signal,

E0 ,

EF M (t)

in (2.1) normalized with respe t to the opti al eld amplitude

is transmitted over an MMF link without mode group mixing, the (normalized) opti al eld

at one mode group output depends only on the mode power at its input and the propagation
delay along the mode group as

y1 (t) = w1 · e jΨ(t−τ1 ) .
Due to spa ial mode group orthogonality, the

(2.21)

ontribution of this mode group to the intensity

of the ele tri al signal obtained at the photodiode output is

i1 (t) = |y1 (t)|2 = w12 ,
and therefore, the total intensity obtained due to the
is

iT (t) =

M
X

(2.22)

ontribution of all propagating mode groups

wj2 = 1.

(2.23)

j=1

If mode group mixing is

onsidered in the transmission of the opti al FM signal, the opti al eld

at one mode group output is

y1 (t) =

M
X
i=1

Due to spa ial mode group orthogonality, the

ci1 · e jΨ(t−τi1 ) .

(2.24)

ontribution of this mode group to the intensity

of the ele tri al signal obtained at the photodiode output is

i1 (t) =

M
M X
X
i=1 k=1


ci1 ck1 · cos Ψ(t − τi1 ) − Ψ(t − τk1 ) ,

and thus, the total intensity obtained

iT (t) =

M
X
j=1

As

an be observed,

form as the
kind, it

iT (t)

ij (t) =

an be expressed as

M
M X
M X
X
j=1 i=1 k=1

in (2.26) is

(2.25)


cij ckj · cos Ψ(t − τij ) − Ψ(t − τkj ) .

omposed of

(2.26)

osine fun tions with argument of the same

osine fun tion in (2.3). Expanding upon (2.26) with Bessel fun tions of the rst

an be seen that the ele tri al signal obtained at the photodiode output has frequen y
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omponents at every harmoni

n · ωsw

of the sweep frequen y, as


cos (2n)ωsw t ∗
∗2

M
M X
M X
X
j=1 i=1 k=1


(−1)n cij ckj · cos ω0 (τkj − τij ) ·

·J2n 2β sin(ωsw

τkj −τij 
)
2

· δ(t −

τij +τkj
)
2

(2.27a)

for the even harmoni s, and


cos (2n − 1)ωsw t ∗
∗2

M
M X
M X
X
j=1 i=1 k=1


(−1)n cij ckj · sin ω0 (τkj − τij ) ·

·J2n−1 2β sin(ωsw
for the odd harmoni s (∗ indi ates

τkj −τij 
)
2

· δ(t −

τij +τkj
)
2

onvolution). Therefore, it

(2.27b)

an be derived from (2.27) that

the MMF transmission of an opti al FM signal produ es an FM-IM

onversion ee t similar to

the one a hieved by the OFM prin iple with a delay interferometer, explained in se tion 2.1.
This FM-IM

onversion produ es harmoni

generation at the photodiode output, whose relative

amplitude is mainly determined by the FM index

ωsw

β

and the relation between the sweep frequen y

and mode group delays of the mode group mixing terms (τij ).

2.3.3 OFM Transmission over MMF without Mode Group Mixing
When an OFM signal,

E0 ,

EOF M (t)

in (2.2) normalized with respe t to the opti al eld amplitude

is laun hed into an MMF link without mode group mixing, the opti al eld at the output of

one mode group is

y1 (t) = w1 ·
and its


1  jΨ(t−τ1 )
e
+ e jΨ(t−τ −τ1 )
2

(2.28)

ontribution to the intensity of the ele tri al signal obtained at the photodiode output

an be expressed as

i1 (t) = w12 ·


1
1 + cos Ψ(t − τ1 ) − Ψ(t − τ − τ1 ) = w12 · iOF M (t − τ1 );
2

(2.29)

as a result, the total intensity obtained at the photodiode output is

iT (t) =

M
X
j=1

ij (t) = iOF M (t) ∗

M
X
j=1

wj2 · δ(t − τj ).

(2.30)

Therefore, in absen e of mode group mixing between mode groups, the transmission of an OFM
signal over an MMF link may be ae ted by the frequen y dips

aused by the MMF frequen y

2.3. Modal Dispersion Ee t on OFM Transmission over Multi-mode Fiber
response in the same way as in the
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onventional transmission of intensity modulated RF signals

over MMF links.

2.3.4 OFM Transmission over MMF with Mode Group Mixing
When an OFM signal (normalized (2.2)) is laun hed into a MMF link with mode group mixing,
the opti al eld at the output of one mode group is

y1 (t) =

M
X
i=1

and its

ci1 ·


1  jΨ(t−τi1 )
+ e jΨ(t−τ −τi1 )
e
2

(2.31)

ontribution to the intensity of the ele tri al signal obtained at the photodiode output

an be expressed as

M

i1 (t) =

M

1 XX
ci1 ck1 ·
4
i=1 k=1

n


· cos Ψ(t − τi1 ) − Ψ(t − τk1 ) +


+ cos Ψ(t − τi1 ) − Ψ(t − τ − τk1 ) +

+ cos Ψ(t − τ − τi1 ) − Ψ(t − τk1 ) +

o
+ cos Ψ(t − τ − τi1 ) − Ψ(t − τ − τk1 ) ;

(2.32)

as a result, the total intensity obtained at the photodiode output is

M

M
X

M

M

1 XXX
cij ckj ·
ij (t) =
iT (t) =
4
j=1 i=1 k=1
j=1
n

· cos Ψ(t − τij ) − Ψ(t − τkj ) +

+ cos Ψ(t − τij ) − Ψ(t − τ − τkj ) +

+ cos Ψ(t − τ − τij ) − Ψ(t − τkj ) +

o
+ cos Ψ(t − τ − τij ) − Ψ(t − τ − τkj ) .

It

an be observed that

same form as the
of the rst kind, it
frequen y

iT (t)

in (2.33) is

omposed of

(2.33)

osine fun tions with argument of the

osine fun tion in (2.3). Hen e, expanding upon (2.33) with Bessel fun tions
an be seen that the ele tri al signal obtained at the photodiode output has

omponents at every harmoni

n · ωsw

of the sweep frequen y, as
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M
M X
M X
 1X
cos (2n)ωsw t ∗
(−1)n cij ckj ·
2
j=1 i=1 k=1
n



τ −τ
· 2 cos ω0 (τkj − τij ) · J2n 2β sin(ωsw kj 2 ij ) · cos (2n)ωsw τ2 +

τ −τ +τ 
+ cos ω0 (τkj − τij + τ ) · J2n 2β sin(ωsw kj 2ij )
o

τ −τ −τ 
τ +τ
+ cos ω0 (τkj − τij − τ ) · J2n 2β sin(ωsw kj 2ij ) · δ(t − ij 2 kj )

(2.34a)

for the even harmoni s, and

M

M

M

1 XXX
cos (2n − 1)ωsw t ∗
(−1)n cij ckj ·
2
j=1 i=1 k=1
n



τ −τ
· 2 sin ω0 (τkj − τij ) · J2n−1 2β sin(ωsw kj 2 ij ) · cos (2n − 1)ωsw τ2 +

τ −τ +τ 
+ sin ω0 (τkj − τij + τ ) · J2n−1 2β sin(ωsw kj 2ij ) +
o

τ +τ
τ −τ −τ 
+ sin ω0 (τkj − τij − τ ) · J2n−1 2β sin(ωsw kj 2ij ) · δ(t − ij 2 kj ).


for the odd harmoni s. Therefore in this

ase, the FM-IM

generation at the photodiode output has

onversion that produ es the harmoni

ontributions from the delay interferometer (τ ) in the

OFM pro essing as well as from the mode group mixing terms (τij ) o
over the MMF link, as

urred due to transmission

an be derived from (2.34).

Sin e the harmoni s amplitude dependen e on the OFM system parameters (ω0 ,

τ)

(2.34b)

and the mode group mixing delays (τij )

ωsw , β

annot be disso iated, the desired harmoni

and

band

an be optimized through the MMF link by tuning the OFM system parameters, whi h may
help to alleviate the dramati

ee t of dips in the ( onventional) MMF frequen y response for a

parti ular RF.

2.4 Radio-over-Fiber Transmission based on OFM
Radio-over-ber (RoF) systems enable the
pro essing at a

ontrolling

onsolidation of the radio a

ess

ontrol and signal

ontrol station (CS) and the delivery of radio signals transparently

to simplied antenna stations (AS) via opti al ber, as a means of redu ing infrastru ture
and antenna site
as a

omplexity in distribution antenna systems. The OFM prin iple

ost

an be used

ost-ee tive method to deliver su h radio signals transparently to the AS's.

Figure 2.7 shows the s hemati

of a RoF link based on the OFM prin iple.

pro essing (FM modulation plus FM-IM
sour e

ω0

and low-frequen y ele troni s

onto a low-frequen y sub arrier
after the FM-IM

fsc

The OFM signal

onversion) is performed at the CS with a single laser

fsw .

On top of the opti al FM signal, a data signal put

modulates the intensity of the swept light sour e (before or

onversion) at the CS. The resulting opti al signal is laun hed into the ber link
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fsw

ω0

25
RF signals

data signals fsc

FM
modulation

FM-IM
conversion

fRF = n·fsw±fsc

IM
modulation

BPF

Fiber Link

OFM

Antenna Station

Central Station

Fig. 2.7: Radio-over-ber link based on OFM (BPF: bandpass lter)
to the AS. There, the data signal is re overed after the photodete tor double-sided along with
all the generated harmoni s of
Then, an appropriate ele troni
signal at the desired harmoni

fsw

at

fRF = n · fsw ± fsc

(with

n

indi ating the

nth

harmoni ).

bandpass lter is ne essary at the AS in order to sele t the data
band, before sending it to the radiating antenna.

In this way, high-frequen y radio signals

an be transparently delivered to the AS from relatively

low-frequen y data signals that are introdu ed at the CS.

2.5 Experimental Study of RoF Transmission based on OFM

2.5.1 Experimental Arrangement
A s hemati

of the experimental setup employed to study the system performan e of RoF trans-

mission based on OFM is depi ted in g.
distributed-feedba k (DFB) laser sour e
quen y

fsw

λ0 ,

2.8(a).

It

onsists of a

ontinuous-wave emitting

whi h is rst frequen y modulated by a sweep fre-

with a phase modulator (PM), and then intensity modulated by the data signal at

low-frequen y sub arrier

fsc

with an intensity modulator (IM). The resulting opti al signal is

passed through the delay interferometer to perform the FM-IM

onversion and then laun hed

into the ber link for transmission. After the photodete tor, the data signal is re overed as an
up- onverted and double-sided signal along with the harmoni s of

fRF = n · fsw ± fsc

(with

n

indi ating the

nth

fsw

to RF

arrier frequen y

harmoni ) and evaluated with a ve tor signal

analyzer.

Unless otherwise indi ated, the experimental work throughout this thesis was

arried out in the

1310 nm band, whi h has the potential for low- ost transmitters, and it is being used in passive
opti al network (PON) standards for upstream transmission in ber-to-the-home (FTTH) and
other a

ess ar hite tures [62℄.

Two delay interferometer s hemes were employed in the OFM experiments: a ber-based MZI
and a PI. The MZI (g. 2.8(b)), whi h was a home-made devi e

onsisting of two

ouplers and single-mode ber bran hes and was pa kaged with a temperature
FSR of 10 GHz. The PI

onsisted of two polarization

−3 dB

ber

ontroller, had a

ontrollers (PC), one pie e of polarization
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λ0

fsw

data fsc
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{ data fRF }

Delay (τ)
interferometer

IM

fiber link

Central Station

VSA

VOA

Antenna Station

(a) Experimental setup s hemati
MZI

0

PBS

PC2

PC1

FSRa

−10
FSR

b

o

(b) Ma h-Zehnder Interferometer (MZI)

P , dBm (a.u.)

−5

−15

τ = 25.3ps
c

τ = 50.2ps
b

FSR

τ = 99.1ps

PMF

c

a

−20
1316.6

( ) Polarization Interferometer (PI)

1316.7

1316.8
1316.9
wavelength, nm

1317

(d) Measured PI proles with a white light sour e

Fig. 2.8: Experimental setup arrangements (PM: phase modulator; IM: intensity modulator; VSA: ve tor signal analyzer; VOA: variable opti al attenuator; MZI: Ma h-Zehnder interferometer; PC:
polarization ontroller; PMF: polarization maintaining ber; PBS: polarization beam splitter)

maintaining ber (PMF) and a polarization beam splitter (PBS) (g. 2.8( )). PC1 is used to
set the polarization of the opti al signal at the input of the PMF to
the main axes of polarization.

θin = 45o

with respe t to

The PMF pie e introdu es a dierential group delay (DGD)

between the two main polarization axes and PC2 sets the polarization before the PBS to
Thus, the two outputs of the PBS yield the

θp =

τ

45o .

onstru tive and destru tive interferen e of the PI

(see equations (2.10) in se tion 2.1.3). Three dierent PMF pie es were employed, with DGD
values

τa = 99.1 ps, τb = 50.2 ps

and

τc = 25.3 ps

at 1310 nm, whi h resulted in three PI's with

FSR 10.1 GHz, 19.9 GHz and 39.5 GHz, respe tively. Figure 2.8(d) shows the measured opti al
spe trum at the output of the PI's, when the PI's were inje ted with a white light sour e.
The radio data transmission was

arried out with single

signals from a ve tor signal generator.

arrier 16-QAM and 64-QAM radio

These modulation formats are

ommonly used in the

urrent and emerging wireless standards, su h as IEEE 802.11a [63℄ and 802.16 [64℄. To evaluate
the system performan e of the RoF link, the IEEE 802.11a requirements for the transmitter

3

onstellation error have been used as referen e throughout this thesis (g. 2.9) . The evaluation

3 Although IEEE 802.16 spe ies requirements for operation in the mi rowave and mm-wave arriers studied

here, the standard was still under development when this resear h work started. Therefore, IEEE 802.11a has
been hosen as referen e be ause its requirements are ommonly well a epted. It is the relative onstellation
error measured in dB
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Data rate
(Mb/s) Constellation
6
BPSK
9
BPSK
12
QPSK
18
QPSK
24
16-QAM
36
16-QAM
48
64-QAM
54
64-QAM

Relative
Code onstellation
rate error (dB) EVM (%)
1/2
-5
56.234%
3/4
-8
39.811%
1/2
-10
31.623%
3/4
-13
22.387%
1/2
-16
15.849%
3/4
-19
11.220%
2/3
-22
7.943%
3/4
-25
5.623%

(b) IEEE 802.11a requirements for transmitter
onstellation error [63℄
(a) Error Ve tor Magnitude (EVM) al ulation

Fig. 2.9: Requirements employed as referen e for system performan e evaluation throughout this thesis
is done in terms of error ve tor magnitude (EVM)

4 and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the radio

data signal delivered to the antenna

onne tor, as spe ied by the mentioned standards.

RoF transmission experiments were

arried out over standard single-mode ber (SMF) as well

as over multimode ber (MMF).
the optoele troni

In

ase of SMF, the maximum link length was 25 km, and

onversion was done with a 40 GHz photodiode (40 GHz is also the maximum

bandwidth of the signal ve tor analyzer employed). In
graded-index sili a ber with 50 µm

ase of MMF,

∼ 4.4 km-length

ore diameter were used, and the optoele troni

spools of
onversion

was done with a broadband 25 GHz photodete tor that was equipped with a MMF pigtail.

2.5.2 Generation of Harmoni s and All-Opti al Up- onversion of Radio
Signals
As shown in se tion 2.1, the generated harmoni s in OFM depend on the opti al FM modulation
(β and

fsw )

and the FM-IM

onversion (τ ).

Figure 2.10 shows examples of the RF spe tra

obtained at the photodiode output with dierent system parameters (varying
in OFM.
The opti al spe trum broadening produ ed by the opti al FM modulation,

fsw

and

τ , β ∼ 5)

∆ω = 2 · (β + 1) · ωsw ,

determines the number of sideband lines in the opti al FM spe trum, and therefore, the number

of harmoni s generated at the photodiode output with signi ant power level. Thus, the higher
the FM index
given

β,

the higher the number of harmoni s generated at the photodiode output for a

β

is proportional to the amplitude of the sweep frequen y

fsw .

The FM index

fsw

[58℄. Therefore, the

maximum RF power appli able to the phase modulator for the generation of the opti al FM sets
the maximum value of

β

in OFM. If the maximum value of

sweep frequen y, the higher the frequen y of the mi rowave

β

is applied, then, the higher the

arriers generated at the photodiode

4 EVM is dened as the root mean square error in the estimated symbols, i.e., the deviation between the

estimated and the ideal onstellation points. See g. 2.9(a) (IEEE 802.11a [63℄).
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Fig. 2.10: Harmoni s generation with OFM: measured RF spe tra at the photodiode output for dierent
values of fsw and τ (examples from [53℄ and [57℄)

output (gs. 2.10(a)-2.10( )). In addition to

β

and

fsw ,

harmoni s is determined as well by the interferometri
of gs. 2.10(d)-2.10(f ) for

the relative amplitude of the generated

delay

τ,

as

an be seen in the examples

fsw = 6.4 GHz.

Therefore, these three system parameters have to be properly tuned (from the CS) to optimize
a parti ular RF frequen y at the photodiode output (at the AS).
In

ontrast to opti al heterodyning te hniques, the phase noise of the mi rowave

arriers gener-

ated by OFM does not depend on the stability and phase noise of the laser, but on the opti al
FM modulation and

fsw .

Thus, the phase noise of the generated harmoni s is determined by the

phase noise of the low-frequen y
of the

fsw

fsw , and very narrow linewidths (< 100 Hz, whi

h is of the order

generator linewidth and mu h narrower than the laser's linewidth (typi al 2 MHz))

an be obtained at any of the high-frequen y harmoni s (see g. 2.11(a) for the sixth harmoni
of

fsw = 6.4 GHz,

up- onverted to 38.4 GHz).

The low-frequen y sub arriers

fsc

used to modulate the intensity of the swept light are obtained

up- onverted double-sided along with the generated harmoni s (g. 2.11(b)). Therefore, radio
data signals introdu ed at the CS at low-frequen y sub arrier
frequen y mi rowave

fsc

an be obtained at high-

arriers at the AS (g. 2.11( ), symbol rates 4, 10 and 20 MS/s). Figures

2.11(d)-2.11(f ) show the IQ, eye-I and eye-Q diagrams of a 120 Mb/s 64-QAM radio signal
obtained by OFM at 39.9 GHz from a 120 Mb/s 64-QAM radio signal at

fsc = 1.5 GHz introdu

ed

by intensity modulation. The re overed signal at 39.9 GHz experien ed an EVM value of 4.88 %.
This means a SNR degradation of

∼ 7 dB

due to the OFM up- onversion with respe t to the

input signal at 1.5 GHz, whi h had an input EVM value of 2.2 %.
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IQ onstellation diagram
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Fig. 2.11: All-opti al up- onversion of 64-QAM radio signals (fsw = 6.4 GHz, fsc = 1.5 GHz, MZI with
τ = 100 ps) to fRF = 39.9 GHz; measured EVM = 4.88 % for 120 Mb/s 64-QAM [55℄

2.5.3 Performan e Evaluation of RoF Transmission based on OFM for
64-QAM Signals
In order to study the system performan e of RoF transmission based on OFM, two series of
measurements were

arried out in [57℄ for 64-QAM signals with symbol rates ranging from 5 to

20 MS/s. The system parameters employed in this experimental study are indi ated in table 2.1.
The EVM of the 64-QAM signals re overed at

fRF = 39.9 GHz

sured in ba k-to-ba k system and after ber transmission, and
relative amplitude strength of the 6
(g. 2.12). For ea h value of

τ

and

fRF = 23.7 GHz

ompared with the theoreti al

th and the 4th harmoni , respe tively, a

(ea h PI

was mea-

ording to eq. (2.5)

ase), the frequen y modulation index

β

was adjusted

between 4 and 5 (max.) by varying the RF power inje ted into the phase modulator in order to
optimize the link performan e at the desired harmoni .
As

an be seen in g. 2.12(a), EVM values below 4.5 % were measured for the radio signals at

39.9 GHz (series I) in the

ases of

values were obtained in the

τa

ase of

th harmoni
in g. 2.12( ) for the 6

and

τc .
in

τb

before and after transmission, whereas higher EVM

This agrees with the weaker harmoni
ase of PI with

τc .

τc ,

al ulated

For the series II, EVM values below

4.5 % were measured for the radio signals at 23.7 GHz in all
better performan e with

strength

ases (g. 2.12(b)), showing a little

whi h agrees with the stronger harmoni

strength

al ulated in g.
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(e) SNR penalty experien ed by the 64-QAM signals from signal generator (GEN), due to intensity
modulation (IM), due to OFM up- onversion (OFM)
and due to SMF ber transmission (SMF), ase τb =
50.2 ps
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(f) SNR penalty experien ed by the 64-QAM signals from signal generator (GEN), due to intensity
modulation (IM), due to OFM up- onversion (OFM)
and due to MMF ber transmission (MMF), ase
τc = 25.3 ps

Fig. 2.12: 64-QAM radio signals (10 and 20MS/s) re overed at fRF : fRF = 39.9 GHz with fsw = 6.4 GHz

and fsc = 1.5 GHz (left); fRF = 23.7 GHz with fsw = 6 GHz and fsc = 300MHz (right);
τa = 99.1 ps, τb = 50.2 ps and τc = 25.3 ps; from [57℄
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Series I

Series II

fsw

6.4 GHz

6 GHz

fsc

1.5 GHz

300 MHz

6

4

39.9 GHz

23.7 GHz

25.3, 50.2 and 99.1 ps

25.3, 50.2 and 99.1 ps

4  5

4  5

40 GHz

25 GHz

25 km standard SMF

4.4 km 50µm- ore graded index MMF

n

fRF
τ

(PI)

β
photodiode BW
transmission

Table 2.1: System parameters used in the performan e evaluation of an RoF link based on OFM [57℄
2.12(d) for the 4

th harmoni

in

ase of PI with

τc .

Also remarkable in g. 2.12(b) is the slight

EVM improvement (or negative penalty) observed due to MMF transmission, whi h

onrms the

robustness of the s heme to modal dispersion impairments (further dis ussed in se tion 2.5.7).
Next, the SNR of the radio signals was derived from the EVM measurements in order to study
the SNR degradation in the RoF system. For the series I (39.9 GHz, SMF), the SNR was derived
in

ase of PI with

τb .

The 64-QAM input signals at 1.5 GHz, with symbol rates ranging from

5 to 20MS/s and EVM values ranging from 0.38 % to 0.81 % (i.e. SNR from 48.3 to 41.8 dB),
were re overed at 39.9 GHz with EVM values ranging from 2.46 % to 3.45 % (i.e. SNR from 32.2
to 29.2 dB) in the ba k-to-ba k system, and with EVM values ranging from 2.8 % to 4.2 % (i.e.
SNR from 31.1 to 27.6 dB) after SMF transmission. For the series II (23.7 GHz, MMF), the SNR
was derived in

ase of PI with

τc .

The 64-QAM input signals at 300 MHz, with symbol rates

ranging from 5 to 20MS/s and EVM values ranging from 0.3 % to 0.75 % (i.e. SNR from 50.2 to
42.5 dB), were re overed at 23.7 GHz with EVM values ranging from 3.44 % to 3.71 % (i.e. SNR
from 29.3 to 28.6 dB) in the ba k-to-ba k system, and with EVM values ranging from 3.43 % to
3.46 % (i.e. SNR from 29.3 to 29.2 dB) after MMF transmission.
Figures 2.12(e) and 2.12(f ) show the total SNR penalty experien ed by the 64-QAM signals
re overed at 39.9 GHz and 23.7 GHz, respe tively, indi ating the penalty

ontribution from the

dierent steps in the RoF system: due to the ve tor signal generator (GEN) (input signal at

fsc ,

in referen e to the best SNR provided by the generator at

intensity modulator and optoele troni
re overed at

fsc );

fsc ,

for fair

omparison); due to

onversion (IM) (no sweep applied to the PM, RF signal

due to OFM up- onversion to

fRF

(OFM) (ba k-to-ba k) and due to ber

transmission (SMF in series I, and MMF in series II). Hen e, the SNR penalty is determined as
the SNR dieren e (radio signal quality degradation) between these points. The SNR penalty
limit to

omply with the standard spe i ation (i.e. 5.6% for 64-QAM with 3/4

ode rate, g.

2.9) is indi ated by the dash-dot line.
For the series I, the SNR penalty due to OFM up- onversion to the 6

th harmoni band was

∼ 7.7-
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τ

(ps)

FSR (GHz)

FSR/4 (GHz)

99.1

10.09

2.52

50.2

19.92

4.98

25.3

39.52

9.88

Table 2.2: Interferometer time delay and free spe tral range
8 dB, and the SNR penalty

aused by the SMF transmission was

∼ 1-1.6 dB.

margin between 6 dB (for 5 MS/s) and 2.6 dB (for 20 MS/s) is still available to

A SNR penalty
omply with the

standard requirement. And for the series II, the SNR penalty due to OFM up- onversion to the
4

th harmoni

band was

∼ 1.4-2 dB,

the MMF transmission was

and the SNR improvement (or negative penalty)

∼ 0.3-1.4 dB.

A SNR penalty margin between 4.3 dB (for 5 MS/s)

and 4.2 dB (for 20 MS/s) is still available to
IM penalty in g.
optoele troni

2.12(e) than in g.

omply with the standard requirement. The lower

2.12(f )

orresponds to the better performan e of the

onversion in series I, (a SMF-pigtailed 40 GHz photodete tor) than in series II (a

MMF-pigtailed 25 GHz photodete tor), whereas the OFM up- onversion to the 4
series II

aused by

t h harmoni

t
auses lower OFM penalty than the OFM up- onversion to the 6 h harmoni

in

in series I.

2.5.4 Laser Phase Noise
The inuen e of the laser phase noise (δω ) must be
the interferometer, and

cos((ω0 + δω)τ )

or

onsidered in relation to the FSR (1/τ ) of

an be observed in the relative amplitude of the generated harmoni s as

sin((ω0 + δω)τ ).

Thus, it

an be

onsidered negligible as long as

δω ≪ π/2τ ,

i.e. as long as the laser phase noise is mu h less than FSR/4. This implies that the lower the
value of

τ,

the more stable the harmoni

strength is.

With the interferometers used in the reported experiments (see table 2.2),
with typi al linewidth of 1-100 MHz

ommer ial DFB lasers

an be employed with negligible impa t on the phase noise

of the OFM-generated mi rowaves [13℄.

2.5.5 Harmoni Strength
From equation (2.5), it

an be seen that the amplitude of the generated harmoni s depends on

the relation between the sweep frequen y and the FSR of the delay interferometer (fsw /F SR)
that maximizes the Bessel fun tion of order n, n being the desired harmoni .
link, the frequen ies

fsw

and

fsc

have to be sele ted

FSR in order to generate the desired

Thus, in a real

arefully together with the most appropriate

fRF = n · fsw ± fsc

and to optimize the harmoni

strength

at the same time. In the experimental examples in g. 2.12, for instan e, the performan e of

th and the 4th harmoni

the 6

is optimized with

Equation (2.5) also shows that the harmoni

τb

and

τc ,

respe tively.

strength has a strong dependen e on the system
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parameter

β

(FM index).

Given that the frequen ies

fsw

33
and

fsc

frequen y allo ation in a real system, and assuming a xed value of
reported), the relative harmoni

strength

may be xed by a proper

τ

(like in the experiments

an be optimized by adjusting the FM index

β

(see

gs. 2.12( ) and 2.12(d)), whi h is a hieved by varying the RF power inje ted into the phase
modulator. Thus, the response of the phase modulator would determine the degree of exibility
of parameter

β

to optimize system performan e.

Additionally in the PI

ase, the PMF se tion

ould be substituted by a

ommer ially available

polarization mode dispersion (PMD) emulator module. A PMD emulator would allow the ne
tuning of the optimal DGD value (τ ) in a parti ular link, in reasing in this way the exibility
of the system to set optimum performan e.

Furthermore, this would permit, if desired, the

an elation of either the even or the odd harmoni s after photodete tion, by means of

cos(ω0 τ )

the terms

or

sin(ω0 τ )

an eling

in eq. (2.5), respe tively, whi h would result in a better power

e ien y on the desired harmoni .

2.5.6 Impa t of Chromati Dispersion
As dis ussed in se tion 2.2, the
an FM-IM

hromati

dispersion in single-mode ber transmission produ es

onversion that enhan es the FM-IM

onversion a hieved by the delay interferometer

in OFM.
An experimental investigation of the

hromati

dispersion toleran e of OFM was reported in [55℄.

Here, 16- and 64-QAM radio signals up to 20 MS/s at 39.9 GHz were generated (a

ording to

the series I parameters in table 2.1, and a MZI of FSR = 10 GHz in the 1310 nm band

5 ) and

transmitted over dierent lengths of single-mode ber (0, 2.5, 5.3, 12.5 and 25 km).
The measured EVM values of the re overed QAM signals at

fRF = 39.9 GHz

are depi ted in g.

2.13(a) against the symbol rate for the ba k-to-ba k system (0 km) and after transmission over
25 km of standard SMF, and

ompared with the EVM values of the input signals at

from the ve tor signal generator (VSG). As

fsc = 1.5 GHz

an be seen, EVM does not depend on the modulation

format, but on the signal bandwidth (symbol rate); EVM in reases from 0.6 to 2.2 % for 4 to
20 MS/s, respe tively, for the input signals. In the ba k-to-ba k

ase, the re overed 20 MS/s 64-

QAM signal at 39.9 GHz experien es an EVM value of 4.88 %, whi h means a SNR degradation
of

∼ 7 dB

due to the up- onversion with respe t to the input signal at 1.5 GHz. After the 25 km

SMF link, the measured EVM value is 6.23 %, whi h adds an extra SNR degradation of 2.1 dB
due to transmission.
Figure 2.13(b) shows EVM values measured after transmission over dierent SMF link lengths.
For

omparison, the theoreti al attenuation prole of a transmitted 39.9 GHz

arrier by dire t

RF intensity modulation is also plotted (typi al attenuation and dispersion values at 1310 nm:

5 Although 1310 nm is onsidered the zero-dispersion band, the zero-dispersion wavelength an vary from

∼ 1300 nm to ∼ 1360 nm, yielding a worst

ase hromati dispersion of ∼ 5 ps/nm/km, whi h may provoke arrieran elation ee ts in ( onventional) mi rowave transmission at frequen ies ∼ 40 GHz and bre lengths ∼ 25 km.
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fsc = 1.5 GHz (VSG); re overed signals at fRF =
39.9 GHz after 0 and 25 km of SMF

Fig. 2.13: EVM measurements of the generated QAM signals at 39.9 GHz and transmitted over dierent
lengths of single-mode ber

α = 0.38 dB/km and D = 2.2 ps/nm·km), whi
at 24.96 km.

As

h shows an attenuation peak ( arrier suppression)

an be observed, EVM in reases initially with the bre length due to bre

attenuation; however, it experien es an improving tenden y with the 12.5 and 25 km bre links,
without
by

arrier suppression ee t. This happens due to the additional FM-IM

hromati

dispersion, whi h enhan es the FM-IM

sele ted harmoni ,

onversion

aused

onversion of the MZI optimized for the

ounterbalan ing the EVM in rement due to ber losses. Thus,

dispersion does not jeopardize system performan e, and the link

hromati

ould be exibly in orporated

in 1310 or 1550 nm passive opti al networks (PONs) provided that the power budget is properly
dimensioned.

2.5.7 Impa t of Modal Dispersion
The signal analysis in se tion 2.3 demonstrates that the mode group delays and mode group
mixing in MMF transmission

ontribute to the total FM-IM

onversion performed in OFM,

whi h determines the relative amplitude of the generated harmoni s at the photodiode output.
It also suggests that the desired harmoni

band

an be optimized through the MMF link by

tuning the OFM system parameters from the CS, whi h may help to over ome the ee t of
frequen y dips for a parti ular RF. However, the di ulty of modeling realisti ally or measuring
the mode group mixing parameters

cij

and

τij

along a MMF link makes it hard to prove this

hypothesis analyti ally.
Therefore, an experimental study was

arried out in [56℄ to evaluate the ee ts of modal dispersion

on OFM transmission over MMF links. Three MMF links of graded-index

50µm

ore diameter

sili a ber of approx. 4.4 km length with extremely dierent mode group delay (MGD) proles
and frequen y response
The measured

hara teristi s were employed in this study.

hara teristi s of the three ber links (ber spools F040, F120 and F211) used in
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Fig. 2.14: MMF ber MGD and transfer fun tion under butt- oupling and OFL laun hing onditions

6

the experiment are depi ted in g. 2.14 . The graphs on the top show the mode group delays per
prin ipal mode group propagating along the ber (number of propagating mode groups M = 13
at 1300 nm).

The graphs on the bottom show the measured frequen y response of the ber

links under two laun hing

onditions: butt laun h to the ber link (dotted line) and over-lled

laun h (OFL) ( ontinuous line). The OFL
before the MMF.

ondition was emulated by using a mode s rambler

The estimated bandwidth-distan e produ t of these bers at 1300 nm were

1.4, 6.75 and 0.5 GHz·km for F040, F120 and F211, respe tively.
As

an be observed, the dierent modal dispersion

hara teristi s of the ber links yield dierent

frequen y responses, whi h also depend on the laun hing

onditions and mode group mixing

along the link. This is why the

onventional transmission of intensity modulated RF signals over

MMF links may suer dramati

degradation, due to the unpredi table lo ation of frequen y dips

in the link.
To test the modal dispersion ee ts on OFM transmission over these three MMF links, an
experimental arrangement with the system parameters indi ated in table 2.1 under series II
(ex ept for the parameter

β)

was set up.

The FM index

β

was adjusted in this

ase below a

maximum value of 3.5.
Figure 2.15 shows the EVM measurements of the 64-QAM signals re overed at
for dierent values of interferometri

delay

τ

fRF = 23.7 GHz

(25.3, 50.2 and 99.1 ps) in ba k-to-ba k (B2B) and

after transmission over the 4.4 km of MMF links (F040, F120 and F211) under butt laun hing

6 Multimode ber spools provided by Draka Comteq Fibre B.V.
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Fig. 2.15: EVM measurements of the 64-QAM radio signal re overed at fRF = 23.7 GHz (fsw = 6 GHz,

fsc = 300MHz) in ba k-to-ba k (B2B) and after transmission over 4.4 km MMF links (spools
F040, F120 and F211), with MMF transfer fun tion as indi ated in g. 2.14

onditions. EVM values below 4.0% and 4.8% were measured in all the
10 MS/s and 20 MS/s, respe tively, with interferometer delays
interferometer delay

25.3 ps

50.2

and

ases for symbol rates

99.1 ps,

whereas with

the measured EVM was signi antly higher.

Comparing the EVM measurements obtained in B2B and after MMF transmission, slight deviations with respe t to the B2B EVM values
degradation (e.g. in g. 2.15(e) with
with

τ = 50.2 ps)

an be observed, whi h may entail either slight EVM

τ = 50.2 ps),

slight EVM improvement (e.g. in g. 2.15(f )

or negligible variation (e.g. in g. 2.15(e) with

EVM values into SNR of the 64-QAM radio signal re overed at
maximum SNR degradation of

∼ 1.2 dB

in g.

2.15(e) with

over F211, and a maximum SNR improvement of
due to transmission over F120.

A

∼ 0.7 dB

τ = 99.1 ps).
23.7 GHz,

τ = 50.2 ps

Translating these

we

an determine a

due to transmission

in in g. 2.15(f ) with

τ = 50.2 ps

ording to the MMF frequen y responses in g.

2.14, the

transmission of a RF signal beyond 20 GHz would suer a SNR penalty of 15-20 dB; however,
owing to the se ond FM/IM

onversion over the MMF, the signals evaluated at 23.7 GHz present

a maximum SNR penalty of 1.2 dB.
Spe ial attention must be given to the EVM measurements obtained with
poor FM-IM

The

onversion a hieved with the delay interferometer in B2B yields very high EVM

values in all the

10 MS/s)

τ = 25.3 ps.

ases depi ted in g.

and between

7.9 − 9%

2.15, whi h range between

(for symbol rate

20 MS/s),

6 − 6.7%

(for symbol rate

depending on the opti al wavelength
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λ0

employed.

Then, the additional FM-IM

after multimode ber transmission
of the link, whi h enhan es

onversion obtained with the mode group mixing

ontributes more signi antly to the total FM-IM

onversion

learly the EVM performan e. However, the EVM obtained is more

dependent on the MMF transmission
an be seen
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hara teristi s and on the opti al wavelength

omparing the graphs in g. 2.15. This

λ0 -dependen

onversion is dominated by the delay interferometer (τ

= 50.2

λ0

used, as

e is negligible when the FM-IM

and

99.1 ps

ases).

Therefore, provided that the OFM system parameters are properly optimized to a hieve a good
performan e in B2B (spe ially

β

and

τ

for the desired harmoni

of

fsw ),

the FM-IM

onversion

a hieved by the delay interferometer plays a dominant role in the system performan e, whilst the
additional FM-IM

onversion provoked by the MMF link does not produ e dramati

performan e

degradation, but only slight variations on the SNR of the radio signal. These slight variations
are the result of adjusting the system parameters to optimize the desired harmoni

band through

the MMF link.
Consequently, the predi ted system robustness against modal dispersion impairments is experimentally

onrmed.

2.5.8 Delay Interferometer Alignments
As

an be observed in eqs. (2.4) and (2.5), the terms

relation between the

cos(ω0 τ ) and sin(ω0 τ ) indi

ate how the tight

entral opti al frequen y and the shift delay introdu ed by the interferometer

ae ts the relative amplitude of the generated harmoni s.

Thus, the interferometer has to be

properly phase-aligned with the laser sour e (ω0 ) in order to optimize the amplitude of the desired
harmoni

band.

Additionally in the PI
birefringent element.

ase, polarization has to be aligned at the input and output of the

The polarization stability at the input and through the PMF se tion of

the PI was studied in [57℄ with a polarization analyzer for the three pie es of PMF used in the
experiments.

The output of the PMF se tion was inje ted into the polarization analyzer and

observed for periods longer than 15 minutes. Due to slight and slow variations of the
linear polarization at the input of the PMF se tion, a

θin = 45o

ir ular traje tory of the polarization

state on the Poin aré sphere was observed at its output (example in g.

2.16 for the

ase of

τb = 50.2 ps).
The traje tories were similar for the three dierent
se tion (τa

= 99.1 ps)

ases of

However, the longer the PMF

the faster it was tra ed out, whi h implies faster variations of the EVM of

the re overed signals. Maximum pun tual deviations of
observation period.

τ.

∼ 1.5%

EVM were observed during the
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Fig. 2.16: Polarization stability measured with a polarization analyzer, ase τb = 50.2 ps (observation
period > 15 minutes; red arrow points at the measured state of polarization)

2.6 Con lusions
Opti al Frequen y Multipli ation is a non-linear signal pro ess to opti ally generate high radio
frequen y harmoni s with one single laser sour e and low-frequen y ele troni s. The method is
based on the FM-IM

onversion produ ed through an opti al periodi

band pass lter, su h as

a Fabry-Perot etalon or a delay interferometer.
In this

hapter, two implementation s hemes for the FM-IM

onversion through a delay interfer-

ometer have been studied, namely a ber-based Ma h-Zehnder interferometer and a polarization
interferometer employing a pie e of polarization maintaining ber as birefringent element. Analyti ally, the relative amplitude of the harmoni s generated by both s hemes have the same
dependen e on the sweep frequen y
quen y modulation index
the desired harmoni

β,

band.

budget at least 6 dB due to

fsw ,

the shift delay of the interferometer

τ

and the fre-

system parameters whi h allow to optimize the power strength of
However, experimentally, the ber-based MZI redu es the power
oupling losses, whereas the PI requires a

urate polarization

ontrol

at the input and output of the birefringent element. Nevertheless, pure spe tral linewidth of the
generated harmoni s

an be a hieved in both

ases, whi h enables the up- onversion of radio

signals at low-frequen y sub arriers (fsc ) to high-frequen y mi rowaves (fRF ). A SNR penalty
below 8 dB was measured for the up- onversion of 120 Mbps 64-QAM radio signals from 1.5 GHz
to 39.9 GHz, resulting in 3.5 % EVM with appropriate values of

τ

and

β,

whi h

the IEEE 802.11a standard spe i ation (i.e., 5.6 % for 64-QAM signals with 3/4

omplies with
ode rate).

Additionally, the s heme is very robust against laser phase noise and presents high toleran e
against

hromati

ee t indu ed by

and modal dispersion impairments in transmission. The
hromati

arrier suppression

dispersion in the transmission of intensity modulated RF signals
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over single-mode ber translates here into a se ond FM-IM
the FM-IM

onversion a hieved through the delay interferometer.

transmission, the modal interferometry
mode group mixing
the total FM-IM
has

onversion stage, whi h enhan es
In

ase of multimode ber

aused by the dierential mode group delays and the

an be modeled as a se ond FM-IM

onversion that produ es the harmoni

onversion stage as well. As a result,
generation at the photodiode output

ontributions from the delay interferometer in the OFM pro essing as well as from the mode

group mixing terms o

urred due to multimode ber transmission. Experimental results show

that the delay interferometer plays a dominant role in the total FM-IM
the SNR variations introdu ed by the modal interferometry

an be

the system parameters in order to optimize the desired harmoni

onversion, and that

ompensated for by tuning
band.

EVM values below

4.5 % were observed after the transmission of 120 Mbps 64-QAM radio signals up- onverted from
300 MHz to 23.7 GHz over three 4 km long multimode bers with dierent mode group delay
proles, whi h also

omply with the standard spe i ation.

Chapter 3

Radio-over-Fiber Link:
Physi al Layer Design based on OFM

In addition to the transparent delivery of radio signals from a

ontrol station (CS) to an antenna

site (AS), and as a further step towards a reliable radio-over-ber (RoF) infrastru ture for broadband wireless a

ess, other networking aspe ts have to be

of a RoF link. Exploiting the

hara teristi s of the opti al frequen y multipli ation (OFM) te h-

nique, features like maximum RF bandwidth

apa ity in the RoF link, remote lo al os illator

delivery, bidire tional RoF transmission and dynami
in this

onsidered in the physi al layer design

radio link adaptation support are dis ussed

hapter (se tions 3.1 to 3.3). Combining all those features, a full-duplex RoF physi al

layer design based on OFM is proposed in se tion 3.4. Moreover, the impa t of su h a RoF link
on radio medium a

ess

ontrol proto ols is analyzed in se tion 3.5 for various wireless systems.

Finally, some system-related

onsiderations to dimension the reliability of the proposed design

1
are summarized in se tion 3.6 .

3.1 Maximum RF Bandwidth Capa ity
As explained in the previous

hapter, in OFM, several harmoni s of the sweep frequen y

are generated at the photodiode output,
signal sub arriers

fsc

arrying, double-sided, the intensity-modulated radio

along with ea h generated harmoni

at

fRF = n · fsw ± fsc

(g. 3.1(a)).

Thus, the maximum RF bandwidth supported by OFM is limited by the sweep frequen y
in order to avoid overlapping between the harmoni

fsw /2
they

fsw

bands. Data

fsw

hannels on sub arriers below

an be used to modulate the intensity of the swept light sour e, and, after photodete tion,
an be separately re overed by ltering out the desired sub arrier. If those

fsw /2,

overlapping of the double-sided bands obtained at every harmoni

dramati

interferen e and mixing between the dierent RF

the antenna site.

o

hannels ex eed

urs. This

auses

hannels, impairing their re overy at

1 This hapter has been mainly ompiled from the resear h work and experimental results published in [65,66,

67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72℄.
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Figure 3.1( ) shows the measured RF bandwidth
(BWmax

= 3 GHz)

sub arriers
(g.

fsc

3.1(b)).

hara teristi

of an OFM link with

th harmoni

at both the upper and lower sidebands of the 4

fsw = 6 GHz

(24 GHz), where

ranging from 100 MHz to 2.9 GHz modulate the intensity of the swept light sour e

th harmoni

As

an be seen, the up- onversion obtained in the 4

frequen y response of the intensity modulation (DM in g. 3.1(b)). Thus, it
that OFM presents a at response in the whole harmoni

reprodu es the
an be

on luded

band, and that the a tual performan e

depends on the frequen y response of the intensity modulation method employed to introdu e
data

hannels (at

fsc )

into the OFM link.

3.1.1 In reased Cell Capa ity Allo ation
In terms of radio resour e management, the simplest way to in rease the
ell is to add a new radio

hannel, so that the

apa ity of a radio

ell has more radio resour es available.

In a

onventional radio system, this is a hieved by adding a new radio trans eiver (TRX) at the AS.
In reasing the number of TRX-s per AS not only raises the
also in reases its

omplexity, sin e additional signalling tra

In a RoF link based on OFM, the
the need of installing new
(BWmax

ost of the network per AS unit, but

= fsw /2)

apa ity of a radio

has to be supported.

ell

an be easily upgraded without

ostly TRX-s per AS. Provided that the maximum RF bandwidth

is not ex eeded, dierent wireless signals

an be transmitted simultaneously

in a sub arrier multiplexing (SCM) s heme from the CS, and then obtained transparently uponverted to the desired harmoni
this

band at the AS [68℄.

The only requirement for enabling

apa ity upgrade is that the AS is equipped with the appropriate broadband ltering and

RF ampli ation
apa ity

overing the whole or a part of the harmoni

an be upgraded without in reasing

ost or

band. In this way, the network

omplexity per AS unit.

A preliminary experimental test of the up- onversion and transmission of SCM radio

han-

nels in an OFM link was reported in [68℄, in whi h two 24 Mb/s 64-QAM radio signals at
500 MHz (CH1) and 1 GHz (CH2) were re overed simultaneously at 17.3 GHz and 17.8 GHz,
respe tively, after transmission over 4.4 km of multimode ber (upper sideband of the 6
moni

of

fsw = 2.8 GHz).

th har-

Figure 3.2 shows the error ve tor magnitude (EVM) and signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) values measured for CH2 in single and SCM transmission over the OFM link, and
the IQ

onstellation observed at 17.8 GHz.

These results (3.926 % and 5.657 % EVM in the
respe tively) lie within the a

ases of single

hannel and SCM transmission,

eptable values dened by [63℄, and reveal the potential of OFM

for transporting dierent wireless signals simultaneously in the same RoF link.
they give

Nevertheless,

lear eviden e of the system performan e dependen e on the intensity modulation

method employed to introdu e the data

hannels into the OFM link. In addition to the frequen y

response of the intensity modulation (g. 3.1(b)), the linearity of the modulator and the ee tive
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EV Mo |SCM

EV Mo |single

EV Mi |SCM

EV Mi |single

SN Ro |SCM

SN Ro |single

SN Ri |SCM

SN Ri |single

5.657 %

3.926 %

24.9 dB

2.513 %

28.1 dB

32.0 dB

1.319 %

37.6 dB

(a) EVM and SNR measurements at the input (1 GHz) and output
(17.8 GHz) of the opti al link, in single arrier and SCM transmission,
after 4.4 km of MMF
(b) IQ onstellation re overed
at 17.8 GHz (SCM)

Fig. 3.2: OFM transmission of 2 sub arrier multiplexed 24 Mb/s 64-QAM radio signals at 500 MHz and
1 GHz, re overed simultaneously at 17.3 GHz and 17.8 GHz after transmission over 4.4 km of
MMF (upper sideband of the 6th harmoni of fsw = 2.8 GHz) [68℄

intensity modulation index per

hannel (whi h varies with the number of

hannels applied) play

2

an important role in the a tual EVM and SNR values delivered to the AS .

3.1.2 Multi-standard Support
As explained in the previous se tions, the radio

hannels at low-frequen y sub arriers introdu ed

at the CS are re overed along with all the generated harmoni s at the AS. Therefore, a proper
ele tion of

fsw

and

fsc 's at the CS enables the re

overy of the dierent wireless signals at dierent

high RF bands (along with dierent harmoni s) at the AS, after separate bandpass ltering
per band.

In this way, dierent wireless standards

an be simultaneously and transparently

transmitted to the same AS by a single OFM link.
As reported in [65℄, an experimental arrangement was set up in order to demonstrate the feasibility of the multi-standard wireless a
two radio

hannels (24 Mb/s 64-QAM signals) on low-frequen y sub arriers

fsc2 = 300 MHz
τ = 100 ps)

were introdu ed simultaneously into an OFM link (λ0

fsw

In this setup,

fsc1 = 200 MHz

and

= 1316 nm, fsw = 3 GHz,

and transmitted over 4.4 km of multimode ber (MMF). After photodete tion (at

the AS), the two
of

ess support by one single OFM link.

hannels were obtained double-sided along with all the generated harmoni s

at the high frequen ies

fRF = n · fsw ± fsc .

obtained at the se ond and the sixth harmoni
The sele tion of the up- onverted

Table 3.1 indi ates the high frequen ies

bands of

fsw .

hannels at dierent harmoni s enables the simultaneous trans-

mission of dierent wireless standards in the same OFM link. For example, the
simultaneously at

fRF

fRF 1 = 5.8 GHz

and

fRF 2 = 17.7 GHz

hannels obtained

an be sele ted in order to deliver si-

multaneously broadband wireless signals in the sub-11GHz band (e.g.

for wireless lo al area

2 When N signals are sub arrier-multiplexed and used to modulate a single opti al sour e, the arrier-to-noise
ratio of a single hannel is degraded by 10 log N . If only a few hannels are ombined, the signals will add in
voltage rather than power, so that the degradation will have a 20 log N hara teristi [73℄.

3.2. Remote LO Delivery and Bidire tional RoF Transmission

Input signal

2

nd harmoni

(6 GHz)

Lower band

Upper band

5.8 GHz
5.7 GHz

fsc1 = 200 MHz
fsc2 = 300 MHz

45
6

th harmoni

(18 GHz)

Lower band

Upper band

6.2 GHz

17.8 GHz

18.2 GHz

6.3 GHz

17.7 GHz

18.3 GHz

Table 3.1: High frequen ies (fRF ) obtained at the se ond and sixth harmoni bands; frequen ies sele ted
for analysis (5.8 GHz and 17.7 GHz) in

itali s

networks wireless lo al area networks, like IEEE 802.11a [63℄) and for xed broadband wireless
a

ess in the 17 GHz band (this is an un-li ensed frequen y band allo ated for xed broadband

wireless a

ess in the national frequen y plan of some European

Figure 3.3 shows the spe trum, IQ

ountries [74℄).

onstellation, I-eye and Q-eye diagrams obtained for the two

hannels re overed simultaneously at

fRF 1 = 5.8 GHz and fRF 2 = 17.7 GHz after 4.4km of MMF

transmission, with EVM values of 5.417 % and 5.357 %, respe tively (whi h

orrespond to SNR

values of 25.32dB and 25.42dB, respe tively).
In order to assess the signal degradation o
of the two

urred due to SCM for the simultaneous transmission

hannels, a single 64-QAM signal at

fsc2 = 300 MHz

was introdu ed into the OFM

link and transmitted over the 4.4km of MMF under the same experimental

onditions.

The

nd harmoni ) and 17.7 GHz (6th harmoni )
up- onverted 64-QAM signals re overed at 5.7 GHz (2
experien ed an EVM of 3.185 % (SNR
Thus, a signal degradation of

= 29.94 dB)

∼ 4.5 dB

and 3.199 % (SNR

= 29.90 dB),

respe tively.

was observed due to simultaneous transmission of the

two 64-QAM signals (SCM) in the OFM link.

This degradation is

aused by the non-linear

response of the intensity modulator for dierent sub arrier frequen ies, the ee tive intensitymodulation (IM) index per

hannel, whi h varies with the number of

hannels (number of 64-

QAM signals) applied, and intermodulation produ ts in the intensity modulation.

3.2 Remote LO Delivery and Bidire tional RoF Transmission
The study

arried out until now has only

onsidered the generation and transport of radio signals

in the downlink dire tion. However, in a networking s enario, bidire tional
to be enabled. Sin e the signal pro essing load is

ommuni ation has

onsolidated at the CS, the radio signals that

arrive at the AS in the uplink dire tion have to be transparently transmitted through the opti al
link to the CS.
Employing OFM for the downlink transmission of radio

hannels oers automati ally a simple

remote lo al os illator (LO) delivery to the AS, without in reasing the AS

omplexity.

harmoni s obtained at the AS in the OFM downlink after photodete tion (fharm

= n · fsw )

be used as a very pure LO at the AS. Alternatively, and for exibility, a pilot sub arrier
an be also multiplexed together with the downlink radio
onverted to

fLO = n · fsw ± fscpilot .

The
an

fscpilot

hannel at the CS, and re overed up-

In this way, the uplink (UL) radio

hannel

fRFU L

arriving

at the AS from the air interfa e is mixed with the remotely delivered LO and down- onverted
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2nd harmonic

6th harmonic

CH1 (200MHz)
recovered at 5.8GHz

6 GHz

CH2 (300MHz)
recovered at 17.7GHz

18 GHz

(a) Spe trum of the 2nd and 6th harmoni bands

(b) IQ diagram at 5.8 GHz

( ) Eye-I diagram at 5.8 GHz

(d) Eye-Q diagram at 5.8 GHz

(e) IQ diagram at 17.7 GHz

(f) Eye-I diagram at 17.7 GHz

(g) Eye-Q diagram at 17.7 GHz

Fig. 3.3: Simultaneous re overy of input 64-QAM signals (200 MHz and 300 MHz) at 5.8 GHz (by the 2nd

harmoni of fsw ) and 17.7 GHz (by the 6th harmoni of fsw ), respe tively, after 4.4 km of MMF
transmission (fsw = 3 GHz)
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λDL
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DL RF signal
fRF=n×fsw±fsc_DL

MZI

φ

BPF

IM-data

radio signals fsc

fsw

fsc_pilot fsc_DL

BPF

λUL

fsw/2

RF
receiver

UL RF
signal

LO signal
fLO=n×fsw±fpilot

UL IF signal
|fLO – fRF|

CS

LPF
AS

Fig. 3.4: Bidire tional radio-over-ber link employing OFM
to a low intermediate frequen y (IF)

fIFU L = |fLO − fRFU L |.

The resulting IF uplink signal

an

modulate the intensity of a low- ost light sour e and be dire tly transmitted to the CS, where it
is further pro essed by a low-frequen y RF re eiver (g. 3.4). In this way, bandwidth limitations
in multimode ber or

hromati

dispersion in single-mode ber are mu h less signi ant than in

dire t high RF signal transmission.
The results of a proof-of- on ept experiment to test the feasibility of this proposed RoF uplink
s heme were reported in [66℄. For simpli ity, the generated se ond harmoni
sele ted as a LO after the photodete tor (fLO
24 Mb/s 64-QAM uplink RF signal at
onvert the uplink

= 6 GHz),

of

instead of introdu ing an

fRFU L = 5.8 GHz was mixed with the sele

hannel to a low IF sub arrier

fsw = 3 GHz

fIFU L = 200 MHz.

ted

was

fscpilot .

fLO

A

to down-

This down- onverted signal

was used to modulate the intensity of an uplink DFB laser sour e at the AS, and su

essfully

re overed after dire t photodete tion at the CS. Figure 3.5 shows the performan e of the uplink
in terms of down- onversion e ien y, and the IQ

onstellation diagrams of the uplink

hannel

at the AS before and after down- onversion, and at the CS. The EVM value of the 64-QAM
uplink signal at

fRFU L = 5.8 GHz

fIFU L = 200 MHz

was 0.68 % (SNR = 43.35 dB). The down- onverted signal to

experien ed an EVM value of 2.027 % (SNR = 33.86 dB). And the EVM value

of the re overed signal after photodete tion was 5.8 % (SNR = 24.63 dB). Thus, SNR penalties of
9.5 dB and 9.2 dB were observed due to down- onversion with the OFM generated LO and due
to the low IF RoF uplink, respe tively.

3.3 Dynami Radio Link Adaptation Support
In wired data transmission systems, the response of the physi al medium
and estimated. On the

ontrary, wireless data transmission systems are

an be well predi ted

hara terized by a time-

varying environment due to several fa tors ( hanging surroundings, variation of the atmosphere
onditions, fading, noise level, interferen es, and link distan e). Besides, time-varying appli ation
requirements (su h as data rate, quality of servi e (QoS), number of users and transmit power)
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50

SNR, dB

40
30
20
= 200MHz

fIF

UL

10

fRF

= 5.8GHz

UL

0
−10

−5

0
UL RF power, dBm

5

(a) Down- onversion e ien y

(b) IQ
5.8 GHz

onstellation
uplink RF
EV M = 0.68 %

of the ( ) IQ onstellation of the 200 MHz (d) IQ
onstellation of the
hannel, uplink hannel down- onverted at 200 MHz uplink hannel re overed
the AS, EV M = 2.027 %
at the CS, EV M = 5.8 %

Fig. 3.5: Down- onversion of the 24 Mb/s 64-QAM uplink RF signal at fRFU L = 5.8 GHz to the IF
sub arrier fIFU L = 200 MHz

3.3. Dynami Radio Link Adaptation Support
Level
Link/MAC

Adaptation
Frame length
Channel
Symbol

Baseband
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oding

CS

AS

X

×

X

×

X

X

oding

Modulation
Spreading gain
Equalization
Transmit power

RF

Carrier frequen y

Table 3.2: Transmission features for dynami radio link adaptation in a RoF link
determine the transmission e ien y of the system. Therefore, dynami

radio link adaptation

to the physi al radio medium is a key feature in wireless transmission to guarantee system
performan e. A RoF link has to guarantee this adaptability without in urring additional signal
degradation along the opti al path

aused by the radio link adaptation pro edures. This means

that the response of the opti al RoF link has to be transparent and as independent as possible
of the radio link adaptation pro edures.
Adaptation of the transmission to the radio
are

onditions

an be a hieved by dierent methods that

arried out at dierent pla es of the proto ol sta k [75℄. These methods are based mainly

on the variation of one or more transmission features a

ording to the radio

onditions, in order

to improve and/or optimize the system performan e and QoS in terms of radio resour e utilization, mean data throughput and spe trum e ien y, among others. Some of these transmission
features are indi ated in Table 3.2,

lassied in three main groups.

Usually, the overall adaptation framework is a rather
satisfy multiple

omplex set of me hanisms that try to

oni ting obje tives and to optimize diverse

ost fun tions.

It denes and

identies relationships between appli ation requirements and radio parameters. It looks for the
most appropriate pla e to perform the adaptation, evaluating how these transmission features
ae t the

ost fun tions,

features. In general, given
and

oordinating and
ertain radio

ontrolling the adaptation of the various transmission

hara teristi s (e.g. power),

oding s heme), time-varying hannel

apabilities (e.g. modulation

onstraints and parti ular QoS requirements, a wireless

system tries to optimize measures like bit error rate (BER), data throughput, delay and spe trum
e ien y by means of sele ting and adapting the dierent link and physi al layer parameters
involved in the transmission.
For example, link adaptation to maximize mean data throughput
dynami ally varying the modulation s heme a

ordingly to the

an be a hieved by means of

arrier-to-interferer ratio (CIR),

BER and pa ket error rate (PER) variations, i.e., using multi-level modulation s hemes under
high CIR and low BER/PER

onditions (good radio

lation s hemes and more robust
(bad radio

onditions).

hannel

onditions), while employing binary modu-

oding under low CIR and high BER/PER

onditions
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n·fsw

n·fsw

n·fsw

fRFi=n·fsw+fsci

fRF1

fRF3

fRF2

…

…

…

t

t+∆

t + 2∆

Fig. 3.6: Link adaptation at the CS: dynami

arrier frequen y allo ation

In a RoF link, it be omes important to identify where the dierent levels of adaptation take
pla e and from where they

an be

ontrolled. Consolidating the signal pro essing load at the CS,

while maintaining the radio frequen y modules at the AS, gives a

lear dierentiation for the

adaptation level separation (Table 3.2): Link/MAC and baseband adaptation
from the CS (where it takes pla e), whereas the RF adaptation may o
at the AS. In this last
require a

ontrol

ase, adaptive remote AS

an be

ontrolled

ur either at the CS or

onguration might be ne essary, whi h may

hannel from the CS. Hen e, a trade-o between AS-simpli ity and minimum

level of AS-intelligen e needed arises, when de iding the most appropriate lo ation to perform
and

ontrol the RF adaptation.

3.3.1 Link Adaptation at the CS: Dynami Carrier Frequen y Allo ation
Dynami

arrier frequen y sele tion is performed by some wireless systems in order to make

an equal usage of available frequen ies while avoiding the interferen e of other devi es using
the same spe trum.

The interferen e may arise from adja ent

or from other systems working in the same frequen y band.

ells using the same frequen y

Other wireless systems may use

frequen y-hopping te hniques in order to over ome fading ee ts. Thus, the RoF distribution
system design has to
Employing OFM, this

onsider an appropriate

arrier frequen y adaptation support.

arrier frequen y adaptation is a hieved straightforwardly from the CS.

At the CS, the radio data signal is put onto a low-frequen y sub arrier
at the AS onto the desired
low-frequen y sub arrier
into the same

fRF

fsc

fRF

along with the

at the CS (fsc2 at

arrier variations (fRF 2 at

without in reasing the AS

fsc ,

orresponding harmoni .

t, fsc3

t, fRF 3

Thus, adjusting the

t + ∆, fsc1

at

t + 2∆,

...) will result

t + ∆, fRF 1

at

t + 2∆,

...) at the AS,

at
at

and then re overed

omplexity (g. 3.6). The maximum frequen y deviations that

an

be a hieved with this s heme are limited by the maximum RF bandwidth (fsw /2) allowed by
OFM and a broadband bandpass lter letting through those deviations.

3.3.2 Link Adaptation at the AS: Transmit Power Control
Power

ontrol algorithms are a

They basi ally

ommon me hanism of RF adaptation for diverse obje tives.

onsist in varying the transmit power at the antenna

onne tor a

ording to the
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onditions, in order to redu e the

o- hannel and adja ent

hannel interferen e. As a

onsequen e, they allow improving the link quality, the radio resour e utilization, the frequen y
reuse and the radio

overage.

In a RoF link, the transmit power

ould be adjusted either at the CS or at the AS. Targeting

the AS simpli ity, the transmit power
pro edure.

an be regulated at the CS a

ording to the power

ontrol

Provided that the opti al link has a linear response, the variations of transmitted

power at the CS would result in variations of the same range and magnitude at the AS by

om-

pensating the losses in urred along the opti al path with a proper (and xed gain) ampli ation.
Though this method is simple, it may also yield some other in onvenien es, as follows.
Power

ontrol pro edures are usually exe uted in tight relationship with other baseband adap-

tation methods. For example, given a transmit power level, the modulation and
an be dynami ally adjusted to

omply with a predened PER requirement. Under good radio

onditions, the PER requirement
redundan y for error

oding s heme

an be easily fullled by employing

orre tion, whereas, when the radio

oding s hemes with little

onditions worsen, the

ing has to be downgraded to more robust s hemes that add more prote tion (and

hannel

od-

onsequently

provide lower nominal data rate), maintaining the same power level. If, under these worsened
onditions,

ertain

riteria are satised, the overall adaptation framework may de ide to in rease

the transmit power level, so that the modulation and

oding s heme

an be upgraded again to

a hieve a higher data rate. Also the other way around, the overall adaptation framework may
de ide to maintain the

hannel

oding s heme while varying the transmit power levels, and per-

form a modulation and

oding s heme upgrade (downgrade) only on e the minimum (maximum)

transmit power level has been rea hed.
In a RoF link where the transmit power adaptation is performed at the CS, varying the transmit
power may entail that the transmission falls outside the dynami
would yield a modulation and
regarding the radio

range of the opti al link. This

oding s heme downgrade triggered by the opti al link quality, dis-

onditions and even if the radio

onditions have not

hanged. Consequently,

the system performan e de reases in terms of data throughput.
To avoid this, transmit power adaptation

an be implemented remotely at the AS by dynami

adaptive ampli ation, after having transmitted the signals over the opti al link with optimal
power

onditions. In this approa h, the opti al link be omes independent of radio power

ontrol

variations, and as a result, the requirement of opti al link transparen y is better fullled. This
purpose, however, results in an in reased
design itself. On the one hand,

omplexity of both the AS and the distribution system

ontrolled gain ampli ation is needed at the AS before radiation.

On the other hand, opti al resour es must be granted to transmit the power

ontrolling signals

from the CS to the remote adaptive amplier simultaneously with the radio signals. This implies
the introdu tion of an additional signaling
remote dynami
range.

power

ontrol

hannel together with the data

hannels for

ontrol at the AS, alleviating in this way the requirement of high dynami
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100mV/div

100mV/div

(a) 50 MHz input

100mV/div

(b) 100 MHz input

2mV/div

2mV/div

(d) 50 MHz output

( ) 150 MHz input

1.5mV/div

(e) 100 MHz output

(f) 150 MHz output

Fig. 3.7: In-band ontrol hannel in baseband: eye diagrams before and after transmission over 4.4 km of
multimode ber link

(a) IQ diagram

(b) Eye-I diagram

( ) Eye-Q diagram

Fig. 3.8: Radio data hannel (24 Mb/s 64-QAM): IQ and eye diagrams re overed at fRF = 6.4 GHz (2nd
harmoni ) after transmission over 4.4 km of multimode ber link

In a more general approa h, the introdu tion of a
may enable other me hanisms for remote antenna
optimization and dynami

ontrol

hannel in the same opti al link

onguration and

ontrolling during network

resour e allo ation.

3.3.3 In-band Control Channel Transmission (experimental demonstration)
The simultaneous transmission of an in-band
in a single OFM link (λ0
in [65℄. The data

hannel together with a radio data

hannel

= 1316 nm, fsw = 3 GHz, τ = 100 ps) was experimentally demonstrated

hannel

after the photodete tor at
hannel

ontrol

onsisted of a 24 Mb/s 64-QAM signal at

fRF = 6.4 GHz

fsc = 400 MHz,

re overed

nd harmoni ). The

(upper sideband of the 2

23
onsisted of a baseband NRZ bit pattern (PRBS 2

150 MHz, trun ated by a 120 MHz low-pass lter.

− 1)

ontrol

at 50 MHz, 100 MHz and

Figure 3.7 shows the eye diagrams obtained for the 50MHz, 100MHz and 150MHz

ontrol

hannel
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3.4. Full-Duplex RoF Physi al Layer Design based on OFM

Fig. 3.9: Full-Duplex RoF physi al layer design based on OFM [67, 72℄
before and after transmission over 4.4 km of MMF, visualized by a s ope. Figure 3.8 shows the
IQ

onstellation and eye diagrams of the data

4.4 km of MMF transmission.
the data
by the
the

hannel re overed simultaneously at 6.4 GHz after

An EVM value of 5.447% (SNR = 25.28 dB) was measured for

hannel, whi h implied a signal degradation of around 4.6 dB due to

ontrol

ontrol

hannel (SNR = 29.9 dB in single transmission of data

hannel frequen y rate (50MHz to 150MHz) did not

ross-talk

aused

hannel). The variation of

ause any

hanges in the data

hannel re overy.

3.4 Full-Duplex RoF Physi al Layer Design based on OFM
Assembling all the networking aspe ts presented in the previous se tions 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, a
full RoF physi al layer based on OFM
whi h

an be designed for a point-to-point CS-AS

onne tion,

omprises downlink/uplink transmission of radio signals with simple/exible remote LO

delivery [66℄, in reased
ontrol

ell

hannel for dynami

A s hemati

apa ity allo ation [68℄, multistandard support, and an in-band
radio link adaptation and remote antenna

ontrolling [65℄.

example of this proposed RoF physi al layer design is depi ted in g. 3.9 [67, 72℄.

The downlink radio signals transmission is based on the implementation of OFM on a downlink
opti al wavelength (λDL ), whi h is frequen y modulated by a sweep frequen y

fsw ,

for the all-

opti al up- onversion of the radio signals generated at low-frequen y sub arriers at the CS to
high-frequen y

arriers delivered to the AS. The downlink radio signals  in this example, three

downlink (DL) radio
with one

ontrol

hannels DL1, DL2 and DL3, at

fsc1 , fsc2

and

fsc3 ,

respe tively, together

hannel in baseband and an additional sub arrier frequen y (fpilot ) to be used
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at the AS as a remote LO, as indi ated by

1

 are introdu ed by intensity modulating the swept

light sour e in a SCM s heme at low-frequen y sub arriers.
must not ex eed

fsw /2,

The

whi h is the maximum RF bandwidth

omposite SCM signal in

1

apa ity supported by an OFM

link.
At the output of the photodete tor
the generated harmoni s of
ltering stage
arrier, the

3

, the SCM signal is re overed double-sided along with all

at RF frequen ies

hannel on the upper sideband of the

hannels on the upper sideband of the

fRF 3 = n · fsw + fsc3 ),

before sending the

is re overed in baseband to feed the AS
remote antenna

= fsw + fpilot )

Three uplink radio

fRF 3 ,

Uplink

and one at the

(fRF 2

harmoni

ontroller (e.g., for dynami

= fsw + fsc1 ),

and

= n · fsw + fsc2

and

The

power

nth

harmoni

band (fLOn

ontrol

fLOn .

down- onverted to IFs

4

1st

harmoni

= n · fsw + fpilot ),

This results in a

hannel)

uplink ber link (λU L ), whi h

band

for the

fRF 1 , fRF 2

(time division duplex wireless systems are assumed).

fU Li = |fLOi − fRF i |.

ontrol

hannel

ontrol algorithms,

hannels (UL1, UL2 and UL3) arrive at the AS at RF frequen ies

mixed with the LO at

5

nth

(fRF 1

harmoni

hannels to the air interfa e.

hannel UL1 is then mixed with the LO at

hannels in

1st

hannels arriving from the air interfa e.

respe tively, as indi ated in

ontroller (return

hannels at the desired RF

onguration, et ). Two LO-s are also re overed, one at the

down- onversion of the uplink

and

Thus, an appropriate

hannel and the ne essary LO-s for the uplink stream. The example in g.

3.9 sele ts the DL1

(fLO1

fRF i = n · fsw ± fsci .

is ne essary in order to sele t the downlink radio

ontrol

DL2 and DL3

fsw ,

2

fLO1 ;

uplink

omposite SCM signal

hannels UL2 and UL3 are

5

with the uplink

An additional baseband signal

hannels

oming from the AS

an be added to this SCM signal before laun hing it into an

an be done by dire t transmission of the IF signals. Then, the

are re overed again at the CS and sent to a low-frequen y RF re eiver for further

pro essing.
Thus, as this example illustrates, multiple radio standards working at dierent frequen y bands
an be delivered to the AS (DL1 vs. DL2 and DL3), requiring only one light sour e (λDL ) and
generating all the radio signals at low-frequen y sub arriers. Additionally, in reased

hannels in the SCM

omposite signal

1

apa ity

apa ity in the OFM link (fsw /2)

an be provided by exploiting the maximum RF bandwidth
with multiple radio

ell

.

3.5 Wireless/Radio Medium A ess Control (MAC) Proto ols
When inserting a RoF link between the CS and the AS to support a wireless a
multiple radio a

ess system,

ess and radio duplexing parameters be ome key requirements for the design of

the RoF link, sin e the additional propagation delay introdu ed by the ber link might outrun the
timing boundaries of the medium a

ess

ontrol (MAC) proto ols and the round trip delay [70,71℄.
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3.5.1 Cellular Radio Systems
For

ellular radio systems su h as GSM, several manufa turers oer analog hybrid ber-radio

solutions that

an be used for the deployment of antenna feeder distribution systems.

This

ommonly used solution enables an easy installation of distributed antenna systems that are
transparent to

ommuni ation proto ols and frequen ies.

duplex (FDD) UMTS, an industry

Additionally for frequen y division

onsortium is developing a Common Radio Publi

Interfa e

(CPRI) [76℄, whi h denes an internal digital interfa e of radio base stations between the radio equipment

ontrol (REC) and the radio equipment (RE), in order to provide deployment

exibility for mobile network operators.
The maximum

ell radius of these systems is redu ed a

time) of the inserted ber and must be
Typi ally, these

onsidered during the network planning optimization.

ellular systems may rea h maximum

insertion of a ber link will not

ording to the length (i.e., propagation

ause a dramati

ell sizes of 30-35 km (ma ro ells). The

impairment on the

ommuni ation proto ols

as far as the total maximum propagation delay is not ex eeded. But this is not likely to happen
in RoF in-building s enarios with pi o- ell

lusters.

3.5.2 Wireless Lo al Area Networks (WLAN)
In

ontrast to

ellular radio systems, wireless lo al area networks (WLAN) su h as IEEE 802.11

or ETSI HIPERLAN/2 dene radio interfa es working at higher frequen y bands (2.4 GHz and
5 GHz) and allowing

ell

overage of ten or hundreds of meters, mainly for indoor appli ations.

For these shorter distan es, the insertion of a ber link may ae t dramati ally the support of
su h systems.
IEEE 802.11 [77℄ spe ies a distributed MAC proto ol

alled

arrier-sense multiple a

ollision avoidan e (CSMA/CA), in whi h the medium is seized by one station during a

ess with
ontention

period performing a ba ko (random waiting time) pro edure, and the medium is held by this
station until the transmission of one frame (and its a knowledgement (ACK), if required) has
terminated (see g. 3.10).
A

ording to the a knowledge pro edure, after transmitting a frame that requires an ACK re-

sponse, the sour e station shall wait for an ACK Timeout interval. If the ACK response does not
o

ur during this interval, the station

on ludes that the transmission of the frame has failed,

and this station will invoke its ba ko pro edure upon expiration of the ACK Timeout interval.
If a long ber path is in luded in the a

ess point, an additional propagation delay o

urs. This

may result in the expiration of the ACK Timeout interval before any ACK response arrives at
the sour e station.
To over ome this timing impairment, the ACK Timeout interval

an be in remented so that the

station waits a longer period to re eive the a knowledgement. This has no further
in a s enario where only one a

onsequen es

ess point and one wireless terminal are involved. However, when
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(a) frame transmission

(b) a ess pro edure

Fig. 3.10: IEEE 802.11 Medium A ess Control [77℄ (RTS: request to send; CTS: lear to send; PHY:

physi al layer; MA: MAC address; ACK: a knowledgement; NAV: network allo ation ve tor;
SIFS: short inter-frame spa e; PIFS: PCF inter-frame spa e; DIFS: DCF inter-frame spa e;
PCF: point oordination fun tion; DCF: distributed oordination fun tion)

Slot time = 9 µ s

Next Slot

∆ = 100 ns

Air prop. delay only

∆ = 300 ns

Air prop. delay + 40 m of fiber

t

t

∆ = 2.6 µ s
∆ = 5.1 µs
∆ = 10.1µs

Air prop. delay + 500 m of fiber
t

Air prop. delay + 1 km of fiber
t

Air prop. delay + 2 km of fiber
t

Fig. 3.11: Looseness of the slotted a ess emulation during the ba ko pro edure in IEEE 802.11a over
a ber link (∆: total propagation time)
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the radio medium is shared among several terminals, the a
ae ted. The a
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ess me hanism

an be dramati ally

ess point response time is in reased be ause of the ber path, resulting in a

looseness of the slotted a

ess emulation during the ba ko pro edure (only from the a

side), and in a lost of fairness in the a
probability (g. 3.11). A

ess point

ess me hanism together with an in rement of the

ording to the IEEE 802.11a [63℄ physi al layer (PHY)

(aSlotTime = 9µs, aAirPropagationTime

<< 1µs ),

ollision

hara teristi s

the ba ko pro edure has a slotted a

ess

behavior as long as the propagation delay remains mu h smaller than the slot time (0.1µs vs.

9µs).
be

If a ber path of e.g. 1 km is inserted (i.e., additional

onsidered as a slotted a

5µs

propagation delay), it

annot

ess behavior anymore, be ause the total propagation delay is not

mu h less than the slot time dened by the standard. If the ber path is 2 km long, the a
point

ess

annot perform its ba ko pro edure properly, sin e its attempts to seize the medium will

appear one slot too late for the rest of stations, and vi e versa, if one station seizes the medium,
the a

ess point will be able to see the medium is busy one slot too late, thus, in reasing the

probability of

ollision (see g. 3.11).

To avoid this and to maintain the standard performan e, the introdu tion of an opti al path
in the a

ess point

an be made by sharing the spe ied parameter aAirPropagationTime for

both the delays in radio and opti al domains.
maximum

Assuming aAirPropagationTime = 0.1µs, the

overage distan e allowed in the radio interfa e is 30 m. In the opti al domain, the

maximum ber length allowed for the same propagation delay will be 20 m, for a refra tive index
typi al value

n = 1.5.

Combining both radio and ber delays yields very short ber lengths and

radio

overage, whi h may not be enough for networking appli ations. In order to in rease the

radio

overage and opti al path length of the system, a solution would be in reasing the allowed

propagation delay over the radio and ber paths. However, this implies a greater time interval
between frames, and yields a redu tion of the ee tive transmit time and the mean user data
throughput.
HIPERLAN/2 [78℄ spe ies a PHY very similar to IEEE 802.11a in
division duplex/time division multiple a
Centrally s heduled means that the a
basi

ess (TDD/TDMA)
ess point

ombination with a time

entrally s heduled MAC s heme.

ontrols all transmissions over the air.

stru ture on the air interfa e generated by the MAC is shown in g. 3.12. It

a sequen e of MAC frames of equal length with 2 ms duration.

Ea h MAC frame

The

onsists of
onsists of

several phases (broad ast (BC) for network information, downlink (DL) for downstream data,
dire t link (DiL) for dire t terminal-to-terminal
random a

ess (RA) for new a

onne tion, uplink (UL) for upstream data and

ess attempts), separated by exible guard time gaps.

This s heme allows to handle varying uplink/downlink tra

asymmetry by means of dynami ally

allo ating resour es on demand, shifting the guard time gaps between phases.

The minimum

guard time gap between two adja ent UL bursts, between two adja ent DiL burst, and between
the last DiL burst of the DiL phase and the rst UL burst of the UL phase is 2.0 µs.
yields a minimum maximum-distan e of 600 m between terminals.
this distan e

This

In reasing the guard time,

an be in reased as well (e.g., for outdoor deployments).

The standard denes
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MAC frame

MAC frame

MAC frame

MAC frame

2 ms
BC-Phase

DL-Phase

flexible guard
time

DiL-Phase

flexible guard
time

UL-Phase

flexible guard
time

RA-Phase

flexible guard
time

Fig. 3.12: HIPERLAN/2 Medium A ess Control [78℄

(a) FDD

(b) TDD

Fig. 3.13: IEEE 802.16 Medium A ess Control [64℄
the round trip delay as the maximum time between the end of the transmitted burst and being
able to re eive a burst and vi e versa, and this maximum time is set to 6 µs. This results in a
minimum guard time gap of
is no dire t link mode),
a

6µs, between the DL phase and the DiL phase (or UL phase, if there

orresponding to a minimum maximum-distan e of

ess point and the terminals. Sin e these guard time gaps

the CS at the a

an be

900m

between the

ontrolled dynami ally from

ess point, HIPERLAN/2 oers a greater degree of freedom for introdu ing an

analog ber link between the CS and the AS. Complying with the maximum round trip delay
dened by the standard (6µs), a maximum opti al path of
radio

600m

ould be inserted (depending on

ell radius), maintaining the maximum e ient use of resour es allowed by the standard.

However, longer opti al paths

ould be easily inserted by means of dening wider guard time

gaps between the MAC frame phases from the

entral site, in ex hange of slightly degrading the

spe trum utilization.

3.5.3 Fixed Broadband Wireless A ess
Another new emerging standard for xed broadband wireless a

ess is IEEE 802.16 [64℄. IEEE

802.16 supports both frequen y and time division duplex (FDD and TDD)
MAC s hemes whose basi

stru ture,

entrally s heduled

omposed of xed frames of 0.5, 1 or 2 ms duration, is

shown in g. 3.13.
In FDD operation (g. 3.13(a)), the uplink and downlink
The

hannels are on separated frequen ies.

apability of the downlink to be transmitted in bursts fa ilitates the use of dierent modula-
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tion types and allows the system to simultaneously support full-duplex and half-duplex subs riber
stations. Sin e FDD uses two separated

hannels for uplink and downlink data streams, the ad-

ditional propagation delay introdu ed by the opti al path between CS and AS will not ae t the
MAC me hanism dramati ally, sin e, as well, separated

hannels

domain for up and downstream. Nevertheless, upper layer proto ols

ould be used in the opti al
an be adjusted to

onsider

this extra delay.
In TDD operation, (g. 3.13(b)), the uplink and downlink transmissions o

ur at dierent times

and usually share the same frequen y. A TDD frame also has a xed duration and

ontains one

downlink and one uplink subframe. The frame is divided into an integer number of physi al slots
(PS), whi h help to partition the bandwidth easily (one PS is the duration of four modulation
symbols at the symbol rate of the downlink transmission). The TDD framing is adaptive in that
the bandwidth partitioning allo ated to the downlink and to the uplink

an vary. The available

bandwidth in the downlink and uplink dire tions is dened with a granularity of one PS and one
minislot, respe tively (the minislot length is

2m

PS-s, with

m

ranging from 0 through 7). The

number of PS-s within ea h frame is a fun tion of the symbol rate. The symbol rate is sele ted
in order to obtain an integral number of PS-s within ea h frame. The split between uplink and
downlink is a system parameter

ontrolled by the CS at higher layers. The Tx/Rx Transition

Gap (TTG) is the gap between the downlink burst and the subsequent uplink burst. This gap
allows the base station (BS) time to swit h from transmit to re eive mode and the subs riber
stations (SS-s) to swit h from re eive to transmit mode. After the gap, the BS re eiver shall look
for the rst symbols of uplink burst. This gap is an integer number of PS-s durations and starts
on a PS boundary. Similarly, the Rx/Tx Transition Gap (RTG) is the gap between the uplink
burst and the subsequent downlink burst. This gap is also an integer number of PS-s durations
and starts on a PS boundary. The minimum SS re eiver performan e denes a maximum time
from Tx to Rx and from Rx to Tx of 2 µs. This spe ies the minimum number of PS-s to assign
for the TTG and RTG parameters.
The insertion of the opti al link

an be then adjusted by in reasing the number of PS-s assigned

to the TTG and RTG parameters a

ording to the propagation delay added by the opti al ber.

Thus, the longer the time gap between downlink/uplink subframes, the longer the opti al ber
length between CS and AS, and
idle PS-s ne essary to a
The frame

onsequently, the lower the spe trum utilization. The number of

ommodate a RoF link is depi ted in g. 3.14 for dierent symbol rates.

apa ity redu tion produ ed by the additional propagation delay is

al ulated as the

ratio of idle PS-s to the total number of PS-s in a frame, for the 0.5, 1 and 2 ms frame types,
whi h in reases linearly with the ber length. As
the frame

an be seen, for ber spans shorter than 500 m,

apa ity redu tion is less than 1 % for all frame types, whereas for longer ber spans,

it is advisable to use the longer frame format in order to minimize the ee t of the additional
propagation delay inserted by the ber link and maximize the radio resour e utilization.
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Fig. 3.14: IEEE 802.16 TDD frame apa ity redu tion for the a ommodation of a RoF link between the
CS and the AS [69℄
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3.6 Summary: Dimensioning and Engineering Rules
In this

hapter, a physi al layer design for RoF links based on the OFM te hnique has been pre-

sented, whi h

omprise bidire tional RF transmission, in reased

standard support, remote LO delivery and an in-band
adaptation support and remote antenna

ontrol

apa ity allo ation, multi-

hannel for dynami

radio link

ontrolling.

As a summary, this se tion gathers a number of system-related
basi

ell

onsiderations that establish the

rules and parameters for the dimensioning of the proposed RoF design.

3.6.1 Frequen y Allo ation
From the CS, multiple radio signals

an be simultaneously introdu ed into the RoF link at

low-frequen y sub arriers, and re overed at the same or at dierent harmoni
provided that the maximum RF bandwidth

apa ity of OFM (fsw /2) is not ex eeded.

pilot sub arriers for remote LO delivery and an in-band
link.

Thus, a proper sele tion of

fsw , fsci

xes the allo ation of the downlink RF

fRF i = n · fsw ± fsci

and

fU Li = |fLOi − fRF i |

bands at the AS,

and

fpilot

ontrol

hannel

at the CS, with

an be added to the

fsci

and

fpilot < fsw /2,

arriers and the LO-s delivered to the AS a

fLOi = n · fsw ± fpilot , respe

must be larger than the

tively. To avoid uplink

ontrol

Also,

ording to

hannel overlapping,

hannel bandwidth.

3.6.2 Power E ien y Optimization of Harmoni Bands
arrier (ω0 ), the sweep

The relative amplitude of the generated harmoni s depends on the opti al

frequen y (fsw ), the frequen y-modulation index (β ) and the free spe tral range of the periodi
bandpass lter (τ ), as analyzed in Chapter 2. These system parameters

an be properly tuned

from the CS to maximize signal power in the required RF bands and suppress the undesired
harmoni s.

3.6.3 Opti al Link Capa ity
The SNR degradation of the radio signals through the opti al link limits the a tual link
of the system, and has to be

arefully

apa ity

hara terized in order to determine the minimum system

performan e required to meet the signal quality spe i ations re ommended by the wireless
standards. In addition to the SNR penalty

aused by OFM up- onversion, the SNR degradation

entailed by the simultaneous transmission of several radio signals in SCM s heme determines
the a tual

apa ity of the link. This degradation is

modulation for dierent
number of
(where

N

hannels,

fsci

aused rst by non-linearity in the intensity

and the ee tive IM index per

ausing a

is the number of SCM

hannel, whi h varies with the

arrier-to-noise ration degradation with a

20 log N

hara teristi

hannels); se ond, inter-modulation produ ts due to IM, opti al

up- onversion and transmission may appear.

A SNR penalty of

∼4.5 dB

due to simultaneous
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transmission of two radio signals (64-QAM) at

fRF 1 = 5.8 GHz

and

fRF 2 = 17.7 GHz

was

reported in [65℄; a similar degradation was measured due to simultaneous transmission of the
ontrol

hannel.

3.6.4 Wireless-Opti al Convergen e
OFM has the advantage of generating mi rowave
When

arriers with the use of a single laser sour e.

onsidering bidire tional transmission, two separate wavelengths (λDL and

the RoF link. Therefore, this s heme

λU L )

ompose

an be easily integrated in wavelength division multiplexing

passive opti al network (WDM-PON) ar hite tures, whi h are nowadays very popular in ber-tothe-home broadband a

ess. The opti al spe trum broadening produ ed by the opti al frequen y-

modulation (FM) sets the limits to the wavelength grid in whi h the link

an be in orporated.

3.6.5 Fiber Link Length
The additional propagation delay introdu ed by the opti al ber in the RoF link may outrun
the timing boundaries of the radio MAC proto ols, and may redu e the wireless system
ity.

Centrally s heduled MAC s hemes su h as HIPERLAN/2 and IEEE 802.16 allow

apa ertain

exibility for the insertion of an opti al system between the CS and the AS, and for dynami ally
ontrolling the additional propagation delay in urred. Nevertheless, a trade-o arises between
ber length of the RoF link and radio frame

apa ity redu tion.

Chapter 4

Radio-over-Fiber Wireless A

ess Network:

Distributed Antenna Systems based on OFM

A wide variety of radio-over-ber (RoF) te hniques has been proposed in the past few years to
demonstrate the generation and transmission of mi rowave and millimeter wave (mm-wave) signals over opti al ber (point-to-point ). The extension of these te hniques to point-to-multipoint
distributed antenna systems fa es dierent hallenges depending on the parti ular RoF te hnique,
the appli ation s enario and the transmission medium (single- or multimode ber), among others.

After a short review of the multiplexing me hanisms used for RoF distributed systems

(se tion 4.1), the appli ation of the opti al frequen y multipli ation (OFM) te hnique in point-

to-multipoint distributed systems is analyzed in se tion 4.2, followed by two design examples: a
ompa t ar hite ture that enables exible dynami

RF and wavelength allo ation (se tion 4.3)

and an all-ber full-duplex multimode wavelength division multiplexing network for the delivery

1

of wireless broadband servi es inside buildings (se tion 4.4) .

4.1 Radio-over-Fiber Distributed Antenna Systems (DAS)
In point-to-multipoint RoF systems, sub arrier multiplexing (SCM), wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) or a

ombination of both are the most typi al me hanisms to feed several

antenna sites (AS-s) with a

ommon opti al ber.

In SCM (g. 4.1(a)), a number of independent radio signals at dierent sub arriers are ele tri ally
ombined, resulting in a
a laser diode at the

omposite frequen y-division-multiplexed signal whi h is used to drive

ontrol station (CS), and transmitted by a single wavelength to the AS-s.

After photodete tion at the AS, the desired sub arrier
(opti al or ele tri al) and

onveyed to the antenna. SCM

signals to the same AS and/or to feed a
of radio frequen y re-use in the

luster of radio

an be sele ted by a mi rowave lter
an be used to deliver multiple radio
ells without frequen y re-use. In

ase

luster, the delivered sub arrier has to be shifted to the desired

1 This hapter has been mainly ompiled from the resear h work and experimental results published in [79,80,

81℄.
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Fig. 4.1: Multiplexing me hanisms for RoF distributed antenna systems
RF

arrier at the AS. In uplink, however, SCM is rarely applied due to the problem of laser beat

noise

aused by heterodyning of nominally identi al laser spe tra.

In WDM (g. 4.1(b)), ea h AS is fed by a dierent opti al wavelength, whi h
several radio signals in a SCM fashion. The

an

arry one or

ombination and distribution of signals is done in

the opti al domain by opti al multiplexers. In this

ase, 1/1 radio frequen y re-use is possible

without additional pro essing at the AS. Additionally, full-duplex operation is enabled by

om-

bining wavelength pairs per AS. This method, however, is more expensive than SCM be ause
a laser sour e with a presele ted wavelength is ne essary per

hannel. Therefore, in pra ti e, a

ombination of SCM for downlink and WDM for uplink  where SCM is not appli able  is often
applied [82℄.
Nevertheless, the appli ation of WDM

on epts to RoF networks oers other advantages, like

simpli ation of the network topology by allo ating dierent wavelengths to individual AS-s,
exible tra

routing per

ell and independent handling of broad ast and intera tive servi es.

WDM also enables exible and s alable network and servi e upgrades as well as other network
management benets and prote tion features. Besides, existing WDM broadband opti al network
omponents based on standard ITU-T grid spa ings

an be reused, whi h enables

realization of RoF distributed systems merged and integrated with

ost-ee tive

onventional WDM opti al

networks.

4.1.1 Radio over Single-mode Fiber DAS
The great advan es a hieved in the last de ades in the development of WDM te hnologies and
devi es for the provision of high- apa ity

ommuni ations between tele ommuni ation nodes in

metropolitan areas have been exploited by many resear hers to study the extension of diverse RoF
te hniques to point-to-multipoint network ar hite tures that allow the distribution of mi rowave
and mm-wave signals from the CS to several AS-s.
Hybrid star-tree [83℄ and ring [84℄ ar hite tures that

ombine SCM and WDM have been pro-

posed to feed several remote antenna stations. Sin e the dire t transmission of mm-wave signals
(o

upying bandwidth narrower than hundreds of MHz) in standard WDM

hannel spa ings of
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50 to 100 GHz leads to poor spe tral e ien y, diverse opti al frequen y and wavelength interleaving te hniques have been studied to improve the opti al bandwidth utilization in WDM RoF
links [31,85,86,87℄, whi h enable these systems to be

onsistent with dense-WDM (DWDM) feeder

networks (typi al 25 GHz hannel spa ing). Instead of an array of tele ommuni ation wavelengthpresele ted laser sour es, a super- ontinuum light sour e
of opti al

arriers, whi h oers

ompa tness, high stability, wide spe tral

tion and maintenan e and potential

overage, easy opera-

arrier, whi h needs additional opti al ampli ation

In this line, innovative demultiplexing s hemes based on arrayed

waveguide gratings [90, 91, 92℄, diverse ber Bragg grating
multiple-port opti al

omb

ost-ee tiveness for the generation of the DWDM [88, 89℄,

in ex hange for limited opti al power per
(entailing additional noise).

an also be used to generate a

ongurations [31, 32, 84, 86, 93, 94℄,

ir ulators [95℄, heterodyne dete tion [96℄ and wavelength self-tunable l-

ters [34℄, among others, have been proposed for the distribution of mm-wave signals up to 60 GHz
in 25 GHz-spa ing DWDM
s hemes enable the a

hannels. Although ar hite tures based on these DWDM allo ation

ommodation of a large number of antenna stations, network

mainly limited by power link budget

onstraints.

an be in orporated to in rease the overall
in reased

ost and network management

apa ity is

Thus, dierent ampli ation arrangements

apa ity of the feeder network in ex hange for an

omplexity [97℄.

Furthermore, re ongurable ar hite tures that oer self-prote tion fun tions [98℄ and the appliation of opti al

ross- onne t swit hes [99℄ and software- ontrolled swit hing matrixes [100, 101℄

enhan e the versatility and exibility of RoF distributed antenna systems. They provide means
to implement dynami

hannel allo ation strategies that permit dealing with variable

apa ity

demands, optimal utilization of resour es and sharing of ber infrastru ture.
Moreover, SCM and WDM

an be

ombined to enable the

onvergen e of last-mile wireless

and wireline servi es, leading to an integrated DWDM network in the a

ess and metro domain

[41, 84, 102℄.

4.1.2 Radio over Multi-mode Fiber DAS
For the last-mile a

ess networks, and in parti ular for in-building s enarios, the use of multimode

ber  whi h allows less stringent alignment toleran es thanks to its larger

ore diameter  has

attra ted mu h attention in the last years spe ially be ause of the high penetration of multimode
ber in already installed ber infrastru ture inside buildings [103℄.
Re ent studies have reported great a hievements on the enhan ement of baseband digital transmission performan e [61, 104, 105, 106, 107℄. Also, many resear h eorts have been dedi ated to
develop low- ost radio-over-multimode-ber (RoMMF) te hniques for distributed antenna systems with short multimode ber distan es [108, 109, 110, 111℄.
been su

Most of these te hniques have

essfully demonstrated in point-to-point links from the CS to one AS for wireless ser-

vi es below 2.5 GHz, making use of new high-bandwidth multimode bers like in [109℄, or taking
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advantage of the passband transmission regions of a multimode ber link for wireless servi es
beyond 5 GHz, like in [111℄.
Nevertheless, the frequen y response of multimode ber links depends, in general, on the laun hing

onditions due to ex itation-dependent modal group delays and on mode group

Therefore, laun hing

onditions, variable link lengths, installation bends,

introdu tion of any other

onne tor osets, the

omponent down the multimode ber link, et ., make the multimode

ber frequen y response unpredi table under arbitrary operating
great

oupling [61℄.

onditions, whi h imposes a

hallenge for the extension of these bandwidth-dependent RoMMF te hniques to a reliable

point-to-multipoint WDM RoMMF distributed system.
Another issue that may have restrained the development of WDM RoMMF distributed systems is
the limited availability of reliable and low- ost multimode WDM modules. A number of resear h
groups have proposed innovative bulk opti s designs to realize multimode WDM in order to
a hieve Gb/s and even potentially Terabit/s

apa ities for data link appli ations [105, 112, 113℄.

For the distribution of mi rowave signals to several AS-s, however, it is more desirable to install
a

ompa t all-ber

omponent, like a multimode ber Bragg grating, for wavelength sele tion in

a multimode ber WDM network.
Although previous reported work on the fabri ation of multimode ber Bragg gratings displayed
multiple ree tion peaks with very low ree tivities due to spe tral spreading of propagating
modes [114℄, re ent advan ed studies have demonstrated the feasibility of novel narrow-band multimode ber Bragg gratings that are suitable for WDM appli ations [115, 116, 117℄. Narrow-band
multimode ber Bragg gratings

an enable the design of multimode ber wavelength add/drop

multiplexing modules to implement a full-duplex multimode ber WDM network for RoMMF
distribution of broadband wireless servi es, provided that the RoMMF te hnology employed is
robust against modal dispersion, an the multimode WDM devi es are non-mode sele tive.

4.2 Radio-over-Fiber Distributed Antenna Systems
based on OFM
In Chapter 3, the physi al layer design of a RoF link based on OFM for feeding one AS from the
CS (point-to-point ) has been introdu ed. Here, the single OFM link is extended to feed several
AS-s from the CS in a point-to-multipoint OFM-based distributed antenna system.

4.2.1 Point-to-Multipoint OFM
As des ribed in se tion 3.4, a point-to-point OFM link is

omposed of a wavelength pair for

downlink and uplink transmission (λDL -λU L ) whi h additionally
simultaneously.

an

arry several radio signals

The extension of this link to a point-to-multipoint distributed system with a

ommon opti al ber

an be done by SCM, WDM or a

ombination of both.
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apa ity of OFM (fsw /2) is not ex eeded, several

Provided that the maximum RF bandwidth

radio signals at low-frequen y sub arriers (fsci )

an be

ombined ele tri ally to modulate a swept

light sour e at the CS. This SCM s heme, whi h was used in the previous
ell

hapter for in reased

apa ity allo ation and multiple standard support (see se tion 3.1),

an be employed for

the distribution of radio signals to several AS-s too. After photodete tion at the AS, the radio
signals are opti ally up- onverted by OFM to
sub arrier

fRF = n·fsw ±fsci .

an be sele ted by a mi rowave lter and

Also, a number of wavelength pairs

Thus, the desired up- onverted

onveyed to the antenna.

an be multiplexed in a WDM s heme to feed several AS-s.

The downlink wavelength minimum spa ing is determined by the opti al spe trum broadening
aused by the opti al FM modulation of the light sour es in order to avoid overlapping between
the OFM links, i.e.

∆ωDLmin = 2 · (β + 1) · ωsw ,

where

β

is the FM index.

4.2.2 Dynami Capa ity Allo ation
The

ombination of SCM and WDM s hemes in RoF distributed antenna systems enables a

simple and exible management of radio and opti al
network resour es to the mobile and nomadi
varying

hannels from the CS, in order to adapt the

behavior of wireless tra

apa ity demands. An appropriate dynami

and to a

ommodate

apa ity allo ation strategy avoids network

over-dimensioning and permits to make an optimal use of resour es, qui k servi e provisioning,
apa ity on demand, mobility support and system failure re overy [118℄.
antenna system based on OFM supports dynami

A RoF distributed

apa ity allo ation at both RF and opti al

levels.

Dynami

RF Allo ation

At RF level, dynami
for the dynami

RF allo ation

an be performed from the CS as explained in se tion 3.3.1

arrier frequen y allo ation as a link adaptation pro edure. At the CS, radio

signals in a SCM s heme

an be dynami ally allo ated at low-frequen y sub arriers

results in a straightforward up- onverted dynami

fRF i = n · fsw ± fsci ,

easily

RF allo ation to the AS-s,

fsci .

orresponding to

whi h does not need any additional pro essing at the AS-s, and

ontrolled from the CS.

Moreover, the up- onverted signals

This

an be

an be delivered to one or

several AS-s with appropriate mi rowave ltering.

Dynami

Wavelength Allo ation

At opti al level, dynami
CS and/or by wavelength

wavelength allo ation

an be done by wavelength sele tion from the

onversion in an intermediate node, in

ombination with a WDM

distribution s heme that provides ea h AS with its asso iated set of wavelengths.
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The dynami

sele tion of wavelengths with agile tunable lasers at the CS oers simpli ity, sin e

the allo ation algorithm
pro essing. In

an be fully

ase of dynami

requires wavelength

ontrolled from the CS and does not need additional opti al

wavelength

onversion, the analogue nature of RoF transmission

onversion methods that are transparent to the modulation format, like,

for example, four-wave mixing in either passive waveguides or semi ondu tor opti al ampliers.
However, the power

onversion e ien y of these methods may require additional opti al ampli-

 ation and it results in in reased

ost and

omplexity.

4.3 Network Design I: OFM with Agile Tunable Lasers
A simple,

ompa t star-tree RoF distributed antenna system design based on the wavelength

multiplexing of OFM links was presented in [79℄.

The design proposes the implementation of

OFM with phase- and wavelength-tunable lasers for the sake of a

ompa t CS, and the use of

arrayed waveguide gratings (AWG) for passive wavelength routing to the AS-s, whi h enables a
exible, dynami

RF and wavelength allo ation.

4.3.1 Design
Figure 4.2 shows a s hemati
employing OFM. At the

of the proposed

ompa t star-tree distributed antenna system

ompa t CS, every OFM link

onsists of an opti al wavelength

is frequen y modulated by a sinusoid with sweep frequen y
tunable laser diodes (e.g. a single grating assisted

fsw .

λi

that

Agile phase- and wavelength-

oupler sampled ree tor (GCSR) laser [119℄)

are employed as the frequen y-swept light sour e, whi h avoids the need of an external phase
modulator per wavelength hannel. The wireless data signals to be delivered to the AS-s modulate
the intensity of the

orresponding wavelength

the modulated wavelength

hannels at low sub arrier frequen ies

fsc .

hannels are multiplexed and passed through a periodi

Then,

bandpass

lter at the CS.
After the ber link, every AS is fed by one or more wavelength
wavelength
lasers

hannels

an be routed to the

orresponding AS by an AWG. Additionally, GCSR

an be tuned to a number of ITU-T grid wavelength

sele tion of wavelength

hannels (OFM links). These

hannels. Therefore a proper dynami

hannels at the CS would result in a dynami

apa ity allo ation to the

orresponding AS-s without the need of over-dimensioning the network. In the s hemati
of g.

4.2(b), four wavelength

hannels are available to provide wireless a

AS-s. Tuning the GCSR lasers to wavelengths
wavelength

λ4 ).

and

λ5

hannels to AS-2 (λ3 and

ess demand varies by moving the highest tra

AS-1, one of the lasers feeding AS-2

an be re-tuned to

hannel to AS-1 and satisfy the new a

λ2

ess through three

results in the allo ation of one

hannel to AS-1 (λ1 ) and AS-3 (λ5 ) and two wavelength

If, for example, the a

wavelength

λ1 , λ3 , λ4

example

load from AS-2 to

in order to allo ate an additional

ess demand situation.
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τ
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periodic
BPF
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f sw
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data
f sc
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BPF
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IM
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λ4
IM

λ5
BPF
AWG
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(a) Star-Tree onguration

BPF

(b) Design s hemati : one wavelength hannel allo ated to AS-1 (λ1 )
and AS-3 (λ5 ) and two wavelength hannels allo ated to AS-2 (λ3 and
λ4 ); shadowed re eivers (λ2 in AS-1 and λ6 in AS-3) are ina tive

Fig. 4.2: S hemati of the proposed ompa t star-tree distributed antenna system employing OFM with
agile tunable lasers (CS: entral station; AS: antenna site; IM: intensity modulator; WDM:
wavelength division multiplexer; AWG: arrayed waveguide grating; BPF: band pass lter)

4.3.2 Experimental Study
The experimental study reported in [79℄ had two mail goals. First, the feasibility of QAM radio
signal transmission in an OFM link employing a GCSR tunable laser as a frequen y-swept light
sour e was tested.

Se ond, a WDM distributed antenna system based on this OFM link was

built, employing a single Ma h-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) as a periodi
Figure 4.3 shows a s hemati
GCSR tunable laser was

of the experimental setup in [79℄.

bandpass lter.

In the rst feasibility test, a

ongured to a hieve at the same time the maximum opti al frequen y

deviation with the highest possible sweep frequen y. A suitable operating point was found at

λ0 = 1554.127 nm, by adjusting the

oupler and ree tor

urrents. Figure 4.4(a) shows the opti al

spe trum of the light sour e when no sweep is applied to the laser and when its phase se tion
is driven by

fsw = 500 MHz

and

fsw = 1400 MHz.

As

an be observed, an opti al frequen y

deviation of 7.68 GHz and 2.26 GHz (total spe tral broadening 15.36 GHz and 4.52 GHz) o
for the sweep frequen ies
the ee tive

fsw = 500 MHz and fsw =

λ0 was shifted to 1554.174 nm and 1554.138 nm, respe

amplitude of the harmoni s generated by OFM by the terms
and

sin(ω0ef f ective · τ )

the MZI (τ

(odd harmoni s), where

τ

urred

1400 MHz, respe tively 2 . At the same time,
tively. This ae ts the relative

cos(ω0ef f ective · τ )

(even harmoni s)

is the shift delay between the two bran hes of

= 1/F SR).

The harmoni s obtained after the photodete tor are depi ted in gures 4.4( ) and 4.4(d) for

2 The fa t that a wider spe tral broadening is obtained for a lower sweep frequen y is due to the

ontinuous tunability of the GCSR prototypes, whi h had been designed for a dierent appli ation.

islands

of
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Fig. 4.3: Experimental setup s hemati (FSR: free spe tral range; GCSR: grating assisted oupler sampled ree tor; IM: intensity modulator; LNA: low noise amplier; MZI: Ma h-Zehnder interferometer; VSA: ve tor signal analyser)
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Fig. 4.4: Opti al and ele tri al spe tra measurements of OFM with GCSR laser sour es
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(b) Eye I

( ) Eye Q

Fig. 4.5: 20 Mb/s 32-QAM signal re overed from λ1 at 2.4GHz (lower sideband, 2nd harmoni );
EVM = 2.886 %, SNR = 30.79 dB

fsw = 900 MHz

and

fsw = 1400 MHz,

respe tively. In

ase of 1400 MHz sweep, fewer harmoni s

are obtained due to the narrower opti al deviation (smaller

β ).

In

ase of 900 MHz sweep, the

total output power has to be distributed over a larger number of harmoni s (entailing lower power
strength per harmoni ) and a higher harmoni

has to be sele ted for a parti ular RF frequen y.

In order to a hieve a better RF power e ien y in the 2.4 GHz band (i.e., the IEEE 802.11b/g
operating band), the sweep frequen y

fsw = 1400 MHz

test for the transmission of QAM radio signals.

was employed in the 2-WDM feasibility

3 were

In this test, two GCSR tunable lasers

employed to generate the two frequen y-swept opti al

hannels (gure 4.4(b)). The lasers were

ongured to get the maximum opti al frequen y deviation with
operating points were found at ee tive

λ1 = 1554.153 nm

fsw = 1400 MHz.

and

λ2 = 1551.871 nm,

opti al spe tral broadenings of 5.42 GHz and 5.44 GHz, respe tively.

with dierent QAM signals at
were

a hieving

Figure 4.4(b) shows the

opti al spe trum of the two wavelength multiplexed frequen y-swept opti al
light sour es were modulated by the

Suitable laser

hannels. The swept

orresponding intensity Ma h-Zehnder modulators (IM)

fsc1 = 400 MHz

and

fsc2 = 300 MHz.

These two opti al

oupled and passed through a MZI with 10 GHz of free spe tral range (FSR).

hannels
At the

AS, a tunable opti al bandpass lter (0.9 nm bandwidth) was employed to sele t one opti al
hannel and to laun h it into the photodete tor for measurement. After the photodete tor the

nd harmoni , at

QAM signals were measured at the lower sideband of the 2
(re overed from

λ1 )

and

fRF 2 = 2.5 GHz

independently without dramati

(re overed from

λ2 ).

of

fsw ),

hannels

ould be re overed

performan e degradation. Figure 4.5 shows the IQ, I-eye and

Q-eye diagrams of a 4 MS/s 32-QAM signal re overed from

nd harmoni
the 2

Both

fRF 1 = 2.4 GHz

λ1

at 2.4 GHz (lower sideband of

for whi h an error ve tor magnitude (EVM) value of 2.886 % (signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) = 30.79 dB) was observed. This value lies well below the 5.6 % maximum
transmitter

onstellation error spe ied by standard re ommendation [63℄.

3 Prototypes lend by Universitat Politè ni a de Catalunya.
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4.3.3 Con lusions
The experimental results presented in the previous se tion denote a promising advan e towards
the design of

ompa t and simple RoF distributed antenna systems. The development of phase-

tunable lasers optimized to a hieve wider opti al deviations of the frequen y-modulated light
sour e would enable the generation of higher mi rowave

arriers at the output of the photode-

te tor. Thus, the need of an external phase modulator per opti al
redu ing in turn the infrastru ture
ompa tness and

hannel would be avoided,

ost of OFM-based RoF systems. One step further in the

ost-ee tiveness of the approa h

ould be a hieved by modulating the gain

rent of the GCSR lasers with the wireless signals at low-frequen y sub arrier

fsc ,

ur-

provided that

linearity requirements are met, whi h would avoid the need of the external intensity modulators

4

as well .
Furthermore, the

ombined use of agile GCSR tunable lasers, whi h

ITU-T grid wavelength

hannels [119℄, and AWG's, whi h

an be tuned to a number of

an be monolithi ally integrated [120℄

and allow passive wavelength routing [121℄, adds a new degree of versatility to the RoF distributed
system, sin e it enables the implementation of dynami
an provide exible radio

wavelength allo ation strategies that

apa ity on demand in a wireless network with varying tra

loads

[118, 122, 123℄, making an optimal usage of both radio and opti al resour es.

4.4 Network Design II: OFM over Multimode
Wavelength-Division-Multiplexing Network
The implementation of a multimode WDM network for RoMMF distribution requires the use of
multiple
operating

omponents along the multimode ber link. This fa t, in addition to other arbitrary
onditions like laun hing

onditions, link length, installation bends, et ., may pro-

du e unpredi table modal power re-distributions and mode mixing between mode groups, whi h
ause unpredi table variations on the frequen y response of the multimode ber link, as stated
previously in se tion 4.1.2.
Thus, RoMMF te hniques whose performan e relies on the frequen y response of a parti ular
multimode ber link [108, 109, 110, 111℄ might not be able to guarantee good quality radio signal delivery for wireless servi es beyond 5 GHz in su h a multimode ber network.
OFM, whi h is robust against multimode ber's modal dispersion impairments,

Instead,

an be used in

ombination with all-ber multimode add/drop multiplexing modules based on a narrow-band
multimode ber Bragg grating, in order to allow a reliable delivery of wireless servi es beyond
5 GHz.
Based on this

ombination, a full-duplex WDM ring network ar hite ture for the distribution of

4 The GCSR prototypes used in the experiment were optimized for a dierent appli ation and did not allow

studying this option.
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AS

AS

AS

AS

CS

AS

Fig. 4.6: In-building multimode ring network ar hite ture for the distribution of broadband wireless servi es (CS: entral ontrolling station; AS: antenna site)

broadband wireless servi es over an underlying multimode ber based in-building infrastru ture
was proposed in [81℄. In this approa h, the wireless servi es generated at the CS are opti ally
(wavelength) multiplexed and distributed to several AS-s by means of a shared multimode ber
infrastru ture (g.

4.6).

At the AS-s, basi

wavelength sele ting fun tions (opti al add/drop

nodes) are implemented with low- ost multimode ber

omponents. The multimode add/drop

nodes are the so kets of a plug-and-play RoMMF infrastru ture, where ea h opti al wavelength
hannel available at the CS feeds its
Hen e, network plan

hanges

an be exibly a

mode add/drop nodes that optimize
the CS. This s heme

orresponding AS through the multimode add/drop node.
ommodated by plugging the AS-s into the multi-

overage, and a tivating the

orresponding wavelengths from

an be easily integrated in multimode WDM data link ar hite tures, by

means of in orporating the RoMMF

hannels into the wavelength grid of the WDM ar hite ture.

4.4.1 Design
N

Figure 4.7 shows the proposed multimode ber ring ar hite ture. At the CS,

RoMMF

nels are wavelength multiplexed (λ1 -λn ) and laun hed into the multimode ber ring.

han-

The

N

wavelength sele ting multimode add/drop nodes at the AS are built with a narrow-band multimode ber Bragg grating, as indi ated in g. 4.7. Here, the WDM
AS pass through a multimode opti al
the

hannel-to-drop

λDLx

of WDM RoMMF

ir ulator to the multimode ber Bragg grating, where

(downlink for AS x ) is ree ted ba k to the

(dropped ) to the AS optoele troni

re eiver.

the ring at the same wavelength
through the se ond opti al

ir ulator and

onveyed

The multimode ber Bragg grating lets the rest

hannels pass to the next AS. Sin e the

(dropped ) from the set of WDM

hannels arriving at the

λDLx -RoMMF

hannels in the ring, a new uplink

λU Lx = λDLx .

The uplink

hannel

hannel is removed

hannel

λU Lx

an be added to

from AS x is added

ir ulator and ree ted ba k into the multimode ber Bragg grating

to the ring in the same dire tion as the rest of WDM RoMMF

hannels, to be

the CS through the rest of the multimode add/drop nodes in the ring.

onveyed ba k to
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Fig. 4.7: Proposed all-ber WDM ring ar hite ture for radio-over-multimode-ber distribution of broadband wireless servi es (MMF: multimode ber; AS: antenna station; ADM: add-drop multiplexer; FBG: ber Bragg grating)
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Fig. 4.8: Full-duplex WDM ring network for radio-over-multimode-ber distribution based on OFM

(FM: frequen y modulation; IM: intensity modulation; WDM: wavelength-division-multiplexing;
MMF: multimode ber; ADM: add/drop multiplexer; BPF: bandpass lter; LO: lo al os illator;
DL: downlink; UL: uplink)

4.4. Network Design II: OFM over Multimode WDM Network
Figure 4.8 shows a diagram of how the OFM te hnique
timode WDM network for RoMMF distribution.
feeds a parti ular AS
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an be integrated in the proposed mul-

The full-duplex RoMMF transmission that

onsists of the OFM implementation for the downlink RoMMF

hannel

and the remote lo al os illator (LO) delivery to the antenna station, and a low intermediate
frequen y (IF) transmission for the uplink RoMMF

hannel.

At the CS, the downlink light sour es (λi ) are rst frequen y modulated (FM) by a sinusoid
signal with sweep frequen y

fsw ,

and then intensity modulated (IM) by the downlink radio data

signals at low-frequen y sub arrier
passed through a periodi

fsc .

The downlink

hannels are wavelength multiplexed and

opti al bandpass lter to perform the FM-IM

onversion, and then

laun hed into the multimode ber ring.
At the AS, the

orresponding downlink

hannel is sele ted by the multimode add/drop mul-

tiplexer and dropped into the photodete tor.
omponents at every harmoni
du ed at the

of

fsw

At the photodete tor output, radio frequen y

are generated, and the downlink radio data signals intro-

entral station are obtained double-sided up- onverted along with the harmoni s to

fRF = n · fsw ± fsc

(where

n

indi ates the n

th harmoni ). Then, the up- onverted downlink RF

fRF is bandpass-ltered and sent to the radiating antenna. Simultaneously, the genth
harmoni
an be used as a LO at fLO = n · fsw to down- onvert the uplink RF hannel
erated n
hannel at

oming into the AS at

fRF

(time division duplex is assumed) to a low IF

As a result, the uplink RoMMF

hannel

fIF = |fLO −fRF | = fsc .

an be implemented as a dire t intensity modulation

of a low- ost laser sour e with the low IF uplink radio

hannel, whi h imposes mu h less strin-

gent requirements on the multimode ber link bandwidth than the dire t transmission of an RF
signal. Finally, this uplink RoMMF

hannel is added to the multimode ber ring through the

multimode add/drop multiplexer and returned ba k to the CS.
Ba k at the CS, the uplink RoMMF
dete tion, sent to their

hannels are wavelength de-multiplexed and, after dire t

orresponding low-frequen y RF re eivers for further signal pro essing.

4.4.2 Experimental Study
The experimental arrangement depi ted s hemati ally in g. 4.9 was set up in order to study
the feasibility and system performan e of the full-duplex RoMMF ring network proposed in [81℄.
At the CS, three distributed feedba k laser sour es operating at opti al wavelengths 1303.8
(CH1), 1310.1 (CH2) and 1314.8 nm (CH3) formed the
nal pro essing for downlink transmission.

ontinuous-wave input of the OFM sig-

These three opti al

frequen y-modulated (FM) by a sweep frequen y

hannels were simultaneously

fsw = 6 GHz using an opti

al phase modulator,

and then intensity-modulated (IM) by a 120 Mb/s 64-QAM radio data signal at low-frequen y
sub arrier

fsc = 300 MHz.

ometer with

τ = 25 ps

The resulting opti al signal was passed through a

to perform the FM-IM

dispersion-shifted ber (with dispersion

τ -delay

interfer-

onversion, laun hed into 2.5 km of single-mode

oe ient D =

+17 ps/km/nm

at 1310 nm) to de or-
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fsw

CH 1
1303.837nm
CH 2
1310.117nm

64QAM
data fsc

PM

IM

CH 3
1314.817nm

τ delay
interferometer

SOA
DSF

Central Site

Antenna Site
OC1

DL

{ data fRF }

OC2

FBG

UL

IM
64QAM
data fIF

VSA

VOA

O/E receiver

PM: phase modulator; IM: intensity modulator; DSF:
dispersion shifted fiber; SOA: semiconductor optical
amplifier; OC: optical circulator; FBG: fiber bragg
grating; DL: downlink; UL: uplink; VOA: variable
optical attenuator; VSA: vector signal analyzer

Fig. 4.9: Experimental setup s hemati s of the entral station, the multimode add/drop node at the AS
and the opto-ele troni (O/E) re eiver

relate the data signals in the opti al

hannels, and pre-amplied with a semi ondu tor opti al

amplier before entering the multimode ber ring.
At the AS, a multimode add/drop multiplexer was built with
ore diameter multimode ber
multimode

omponents.

ommer ially available 50 µm-

The add/drop multiplexer

ir ulators and a 50 µm multimode ber Bragg grating of

out-of-band reje tion) and

∼100 GHz

were used in the experiments, with

nominal bandwidth.

onsists of two 50 µm

∼97 %

ree tivity (∼15 dB

Two dierent ber Bragg gratings

enter wavelengths at 1310.1 nm (ADM-10) and 1314.8 nm

(ADM-15), respe tively, to perform the add/drop fun tions.
For the uplink, a distributed feedba k laser sour e operating at 1314.8nm was intensity modulated
by a 120 Mb/s 64-QAM radio data signal at low intermediate frequen y

fIF = 300 MHz

(we

assume here that the bidire tional wireless system works in time division duplex mode, and that
the
to

nth

harmoni

fIF ).

opti al

of

fsw

is used at the antenna site as a LO to down- onvert the uplink RF signal

The resulting uplink

hannel was added to the multimode ber ring through a se ond

ir ulator (OC2 in g. 4.9).

Downlink and uplink 64-QAM signals were re overed with an opto-ele troni

re eiver

onsisting of

a variable opti al attenuator and a multimode-ber-pigtailed 25 GHz-bandwidth photodete tor,

fRF =
th
23.7 GHz (lower side band of the 4 harmoni , 24 GHz) was sele ted for the analysis; in uplink,
and then analyzed with a ve tor signal analyzer: in downlink, the signal re overed at

the signal at

fIF = 300 MHz was re

overed by dire t dete tion. This frequen y sele tion a

ounts

for the frequen y bands allo ated for Short Range Devi es (SRD) and Fixed Wireless A
(FWA) by the Dut h National Frequen y Plan [74℄.
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Fig. 4.10: ADM ree tion and transmission spe tra (dropped and through ports, respe tively) measured
with a white light sour e: ADM-10 orresponds to FBG entered at 1310.1 nm and ADM-15
orresponds to FBG entered at 1314.8 nm; the dotted line indi ates the input white light
sour e spe trum

The downlink and uplink transmission was performed over 4.4 km of 50 µm- ore diameter sili a graded-index multimode ber with bandwidth-distan e produ t 1.47 GHz · km and typi al

0.49 dB/km attenuation loss at 1310 nm.

Multimode Add/Drop Multiplexer Insertion Losses.
Figure 4.10 shows the opti al ree tion and transmission spe tra at the dropped and through
ports (before OC2 ), respe tively, of the add/drop nodes, when the add/drop nodes were inje ted
with a white light sour e. As
performan e in

an be seen in the gure, ADM-15 presents a signi antly better

omparison to ADM-10 due to the better transmission and ree tion

hara ter-

isti s of the ber Bragg grating used in the experiments ( entered at 1314.8 nm and 1310.1 nm
in

ase of ADM-15 and ADM-10, respe tively). In addition, ADM-10 presents higher insertion

losses for both the dropped and through ports.
To measure the a tual add/drop opti al insertion losses for the three
periment, the three

hannels used in the ex-

ontinuous wave laser sour es (CH1, CH2 and CH3) were multiplexed and
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laun hed into the add/drop multiplexing nodes. At the dropped port, 6.9 dB and 1.6 dB losses
were measured for CH2 and CH3 in ADM-10 and ADM-15, respe tively. At the through port,
CH1 and CH3 suered 0.8 dB and 1.1 dB losses, respe tively, through ADM-10, and CH1 and
CH2 experien ed 0.4 dB and 0.7 dB losses, respe tively, through ADM-15.

Radio-over-Multimode-Fiber Downlink Measurements
Figure 4.11(a) shows the spe trum of the three opti al downlink

hannels at the output of the

entral station, before entering the multimode ber ring, when no data modulates the intensity
of the swept sour es.
ba k-to-ba k

These three

hannels were laun hed into the add/drop multiplexer, in

ase. Figures 4.11(b)-(e) show the opti al spe tra at the dropped and through ports

(before OC2 ) of the add/drop nodes. The better performan e of ADM-15

an be observed here

again, where CH3 is dropped with a 15 dB extin tion ratio ( orresponding to the 97 % ree tivity
of the multimode ber Bragg grating)(g. 4.11( )), and it is

ompletely erased (below noise level)

in the through port (g. 4.11(e)).
In order to investigate the performan e of the RoMMF downlink
dropping port, a 20 MS/s (120 Mb/s) 64-QAM radio signal at
ulate the intensity of the swept light sour es at the

hannel at the multiplexer

fsc = 300 MHz

was used to mod-

entral station, as indi ated in g. 4.9. The

system performan e is evaluated in terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) penalty in the multimode ber network and in the multimode add/drop node, whi h is derived from error ve tor
magnitude (EVM) measurements.
The EVM of the input 64-QAM signal at
re overed at

fRF = 23.7 GHz (lower

fsc = 300 MHz was 0.85% (SNR = 41.4 dB). The signal

side band of the 4

Figure 4.12(a) shows the RF harmoni s of
in absen e of data, and g.

th harmoni ) was sele ted for the analysis.

fsw = 6 GHz

generated at the photodete tor output

4.12(b) shows the spe trum of the 120 Mb/s 64-QAM radio data

signal obtained along with the 4

th harmoni

at 23.7 GHz.

EVM values of 4.69% and 5.59% (SNR = 26.57 dB and SNR = 25.05 dB) were measured at the

dropped port of ADM-10 for the

ases "only CH2 on", and "all

1.52 dB of SNR degradation was observed,

aused by

hannels on", respe tively. Thus,

ross-talk in the dropped

hannel of ADM-

10. In ADM-15, EVM values of 4.24% and 4.31% (SNR = 27.44 dB and SNR = 27.31 dB) were
measured at the dropped port for the

ases "only CH3 on", and "all

Thus, 0.13 dB of SNR degradation was observed,

aused by

hannels on", respe tively.

ross-talk in the dropped

hannel of

ADM-15.
Subsequently, the three

hannels at the output of the

entral station were laun hed into a 4.4km

50µm- ore graded-index multimode ber link before the add/drop multiplexer in order to study
the multimode ber transmission ee ts in the multimode ber ring. In this

ase, EVM values

of 4.94% and 5.95% (SNR = 26.12 dB and SNR = 24.51 dB) were measured at the dropped port
of ADM-10 for the

ases "only CH2 on", and "all

hannels on", respe tively; and EVM values of
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Fig. 4.11: Opti al spe trum of (a) the three hannels at the output of the entral station without data
modulation; (b), ( ), (d) and (e) the dropped (DR) and through (TH) hannels after ADM-10
(FBG entered at 1310.1 nm) and ADM-15 (FBG entered at 1314.8 nm)
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Fig. 4.12: Downlink RF hannel: (a) RF harmoni s generated by OFM after photodete tion with

fsw = 6 GHz; (b) 120 Mb/s 64-QAM signal obtained up- onverted to fRF = 23.7 GHz (4th harmoni of fsw = 6 GHz, fsc = 300 MHz); IQ onstellation diagrams of the 120 Mb/s 64-QAM
re overed after 4.4 km of multimode ber link at fRF = 23.7 GHz dropped by ( ) ADM-10
(EVM = 5.95 %) and by (d) ADM-15 (EVM = 4.23 %)

3.96% and 4.23% (SNR = 28.03 dB and SNR = 27.43 dB) were measured at the dropped port of
ADM-15 for the
due to

ases "only CH3 on", and "all

ross-talk in the dropped

hannels on", respe tively. The SNR degradation

hannel after multimode ber transmission was therefore 1.62 dB

and 0.6 dB in ADM-10 and ADM-15, respe tively. Comparing the signals re overed in the ba kto-ba k and the multimode ber transmission

ases, we

an observe a SNR degradation of 0.54 dB

in ADM-10 and a SNR improvement (or null penalty) of 0.12 dB in ADM-15 when all

hannels

are "on" in the multimode ber ring. This shows that the robustness of the opti al-frequen ymultipli ation te hnique against modal dispersion impairments in multimode ber transmission is
also maintained through the multimode add/drop node, demonstrating in this way the feasibility
of the proposed s heme. Figures 4.12( ) and 4.12(d) show the IQ

onstellation diagrams of the

120 Mb/s 64-QAM signals at 23.7 GHz dropped by ADM-10 and ADM-15, respe tively, after
multimode ber transmission.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.13: Uplink IF hannel: IQ onstellation diagrams of the 120 Mb/s 64-QAM uplink signals at fIF =

300 MHz (a) at the input of the uplink radio-over-multimode-ber link (EVM = 1.06 %) and
(b) re overed after 4.4 km of multimode ber link at the entral station after dire t dete tion
(EVM = 4.76 %)

Radio-over-Multimode-Fiber Uplink Measurements
In uplink, a 20 MS/s (120 Mb/s) 64-QAM radio signal at

fIF =300 MHz

(SNR = 39.47 dB) was used to modulate the intensity of a

ontinuous-wave distributed-feedba k

with EVM = 1.06 %

(DFB) laser sour e operating at 1314.8nm at the AS, as indi ated in g. 4.9. The EVM of this
signal after the intensity modulator was 2.58 % (SNR = 31.77 dB), and after adding the uplink
hannel to the multimode ber ring (in absen e of downlink

hannels), it was 2.59 % (SNR =

31.74 dB). This implies a SNR penalty of 7.7 dB due to intensity modulation and dire t dete tion,
and an almost negligible SNR penalty of 0.03 dB due to the adding fun tion.
To study the

ross-talk ee ts on the uplink added

hannel in the multimode ber ring, the

downlink CH3 was swit hed on. An EVM value of 4.15 % (SNR = 27.65 dB) was measured for the
uplink hannel in the ba k-to-ba k

ase, and of 4.76 % (SNR = 26.44 dB) after uplink transmission

over the 4.4 km of 50µm- ore graded-index multimode ber link. Thus, the uplink
deteriorated by 4.1 dB due to

ross-talk from the

orresponding dropped downlink

is determined by the transmission and ree tion

hannel was

hannel, whi h

hara teristi s of the multimode ber Bragg

grating. An additional 1.21 dB SNR penalty was observed after multimode ber transmission,
whi h

orresponds to the expe ted SNR penalty due to the multimode ber bandwidth in the

dire t transmission of a 300 MHz
Figure 4.13 shows the IQ

arrier over 4.4 km (1.47 GHz· km bandwidth-distan e produ t).

onstellation diagrams of the uplink 120 Mb/s 64-QAM signal at the

input of the intensity modulator (at the AS), and at the output of the photodete tor after
multimode ber transmission (at the CS).

4.4.3 Con lusions
The feasibility of the proposed multimode WDM ring network for RoMMF distribution of broadband wireless servi es, based on OFM and all-ber multimode add/drop multiplexing nodes, has
been demonstrated in the previous se tion. As

an be observed from the measurement results,
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the system performan e is not jeopardized by modal dispersion, and the robustness of the OFM
te hnique against modal dispersion impairments in multimode ber transmission is also maintained through the multimode add/drop node.
Thus, several AS-s

an be plugged into the multimode WDM ring, provided that the power

budget is properly dimensioned. For example,

onsidering add/drop multiplexing nodes of similar

performan e to ADM-15 (e.g., 0.55 dB of through insertion loss and 1.6 dB of dropped insertion
loss) and typi al 0.49 dB/km losses due to multimode ber transmission at 1310 nm, a 5 km
multimode ber ring with 10 AS-s requires at least 9 dB downlink power budget (P B

= (n − 1) ·

0.55 + 1.6 + L · 0.49,

where

Nevertheless, nodes

annot be added to the ring without limit. The number of WDM

n

is the number of nodes and

L

the ber link length).

hannels

(i.e. the number of nodes in the ring) and its allo ation in the opti al spe trum determines the
amount of
minimize

ross-talk between

hannels, whi h

ross-talk among WDM

auses SNR degradation on the radio signals. To

hannels, the wavelength spa ing has to be appropriately allo-

ated. On the one hand, the minimum wavelength spa ing is determined by the opti al spe trum
broadening

aused by the opti al FM modulation of the light sour es in order to avoid overlapping

between the opti al downlink

hannels, i.e.,

∆ωDLmin = 2·(β + 1)·ωsw , where β

is the FM index.

On the other hand, if opti al ampli ation by semi ondu tor opti al ampliers is employed at
the CS to adjust the link power budget, uneven wavelength allo ation is re ommended in order
to avoid the appearan e of four-wave mixing terms through the semi ondu tor opti al amplier,
whi h may yield strong interferen e among
wavelength

hannels. In the experiment reported in [81℄, three

hannels were multiplexed and transmitted over 4.4 km of multimode ber with SNR

penalty of 0.6 dB ( ase ADM-15) due to

ross-talk.

Still, although the system is robust against modal dispersion impairments, the transmission and
ree tion
nodes

hara teristi s of the multimode ber Bragg gratings in the add/drop multiplexing

an dramati ally deteriorate the system performan e introdu ing additional

spe ially when the opti al

hannels are

ross-talk,

losely spa ed and due to poor out-of-band reje tion,

be oming the limiting fa tor for the network s alability of the proposed ar hite ture.

4.5 Con lusions
The appli ation of RoF te hniques to point-to-multipoint distributed antenna systems in wireless a

ess networks fa es dierent

hallenges depending on the parti ular RoF te hnique, the

appli ation s enario and the transmission medium (single- or multimode ber).

Whereas the

great progress a hieved in the development of WDM te hnologies for metropolitan opti al

om-

muni ation networks has made possible the development of several innovative multiplexing and
demultiplexing s hemes for radio-over-single-mode-ber distributed systems, the use of multimode ber infrastru ture, whi h oers a number of advantages in lo al area networks, has been
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mainly restrained by its unpredi table frequen y response due to modal dispersion and the unavailability of reliable and low- ost multimode WDM modules.
hapter, the appli ation of the OFM te hnique to point-to-multipoint distributed antenna

In this

systems has been analyzed, followed by two networking s enario proposals whose feasibility has
been also experimentally demonstrated.
The rst network design proposes the
passive AWG-s for a exible,

ombined use of agile GCSR tunable lasers at the CS with

ompa t WDM star-tree distributed antenna system. Although,

to date, the design of GCSR lasers has been optimized for digital appli ations, the experimental
study presented in se tion 4.3 denotes their

apability to support the tone frequen y modulation

required by OFM. This fa t, together with the possibility of dire tly modulating the gain

urrent

of the laser with the wireless signal at a low-frequen y sub arrier, would avoid the ne essity
of external phase and intensity modulators, enabling the development of a

ompa t and

ost-

ee tive CS. Moreover, the agile tunability of GCSR lasers to a number of ITU-T grid wavelength
hannels makes possible the implementation of dynami
ombined with the passive wavelength routing
radio

wavelength allo ation strategies, when

apability of AWG-s, for the provision of exible

apa ity on demand in a wireless network with varying tra

load and mobile subs ribers.

The se ond network design represents the rst full-duplex multimode WDM ring network for
the distribution of broadband wireless servi es. Owing to the robustness of OFM against modal
dispersion impairments, 120 Mb/s 64-QAM radio signals at 24 GHz

an be distributed and

dropped through an all-ber multimode add/drop node based on a narrow-band multimode ber
Bragg grating after 4.4 km of multimode ber transmission, with EVM values below 4.5 %. The
insu ient transmission and ree tion
a sizeable amount of
uplink

hara teristi s of the multimode ber Bragg grating yield

ross-talk interferen e between downlink

hannels and from downlink to

hannels, whi h is the major limiting fa tor for the network s alability of the proposed

network design.
In both

ases, the simple WDM s heme employed fa ilitates a smooth and exible merging with

onventional opti al WDM data networks, where the opti al spe trum broadening produ ed by
the opti al FM modulation in OFM sets the wavelength grid in whi h the RoF links
in orporated.

an be

Chapter 5

Summary and Outlook

Radio-over-ber (RoF) distributed antenna systems have been identied by many resear hers in
numerous system/network studies as a exible and
wireless a

ost-ee tive option for versatile broadband

ess infrastru tures, whi h smoothly merge the high bandwidth of opti al bers with

the exibility of wireless systems and

lose the broadband a

ess bottlene k gap.

Opti al frequen y multipli ation (OFM) is the RoF te hnique whi h is the fo us of the investigation reported in this thesis. Based on the harmoni
to intensity-modulation (FM-IM)

generation through frequen y-modulation

onversion in a periodi

advantage of generating mi rowave and millimeter wave

opti al bandpass lter, it has the
arriers with the use of a single laser

sour e and low-frequen y ele troni s. The analyti al and experimental study of OFM presented
in Chapter 2 provides eviden e of its outstanding performan e with the generation and transmission of 64-QAM radio signals at 40 GHz and 24 GHz over single mode and multimode ber
links, respe tively.

The s heme is very robust against laser phase noise, whi h has negligible

impa t on the phase noise of the generated mi rowaves. It is also demonstrated that

hromati

dispersion in single-mode ber and modal dispersion in multimode ber transmission translate
into a se ond FM-IM

onversion stage. This has only a minor impa t on the OFM pro ess, whi h

is dominated by and appropriate system design of the rst FM-IM
harmoni

strength at the antenna site (AS)

ing system parameters (opti al
and interferometer shift delay
against

hromati

τ)

arrier

ω0 ,

from the

onversion stage. Therefore,

an be optimized through the ber link by adjust-

sweep frequen y

fsw ,

frequen y modulation index

β

ontrol station (CS). This results in a high toleran e

and modal dispersion impairments in transmission, whi h makes the approa h

robust to be applied in any kind of ber-based infrastru ture.
In addition to the transparent delivery of radio signals from the CS to an AS, other networking
aspe ts have been studied in Chapter 3 for the physi al layer design of a RoF link. Exploiting
the

hara teristi s of the OFM te hnique, the proposed RoF physi al layer design

omprises

downlink/uplink transmission of radio signals with simple/exible remote lo al os illator (LO)
delivery, in reased
nel for dynami

ell

apa ity allo ation, multistandard support, and an in-band

radio link adaptation and remote antenna

ontrol

han-

ontrolling. As long as the maximum

RF bandwidth of OFM (fsw /2) is not ex eeded, multiple radio signals

an be introdu ed in
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a low-frequen y sub arrier multiplexing s heme at the CS, to be re overed up- onverted to the
desired RF

arriers in the generated harmoni

allo ation me hanism to in rease radio
the same harmoni

apa ity when the RF sub arriers are re overed in

ell

band, to support simultaneous multistandard transmission when the RF sub-

arriers are re overed in dierent harmoni
algorithms for dynami
and typi al radio

bands at the AS. This enables a exible frequen y

bands and to perform dynami

frequen y allo ation

link adaptation from the CS. Considering a sweep frequen y of 6 GHz

hannel bandwidth of 20 MHz, the OFM maximum RF bandwidth would the-

oreti ally allow the multiplexing of a maximum of 150 radio

hannels per opti al link. However,

the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) degradation entailed by the simultaneous transmission of the
sub arrier multiplexing s heme determines the a tual link
dation is

apa ity of the system. This degra-

aused by the performan e of the intensity modulation module, and has to be

arefully

hara terized in a pra ti al implementation.
Another advantage of the proposed RoF link design is that a very pure LO (thanks to the
laser phase-noise

an elation inherent to the OFM pro ess)

an automati ally be delivered to

the AS together with the radio signals, either using the generated harmoni s for simpli ity or
by introdu ing a pilot sub arrier at the CS for exibility.

This enables a simple and exible

me hanism to down- onvert the radio uplink signals at the AS and to transmit them ba k to the
CS by dire t IF intensity modulation of a low- ost light sour e, whi h, additionally, is signi antly
less ae ted by bandwidth limitations in multimode ber and hromati

dispersion in single mode

ber than the dire t RF transmission.
Although the analogue nature of RoF links oers transparen y for the transmission of the wireless proto ol sta k, the additional propagation delay introdu ed by the ber in the end-to-end
logi al link

onne tion limits the maximum ber lengths that

an be a

ommodated to guarantee

su iently low laten y for adequate proto ol performan e. The analysis
for diverse radio medium a

ess

ontrol and logi al link

arried out in Chapter 3

ontrol (MAC/LLC) s hemes

that a trade-o exists between ber length of the RoF link and radio frame
It also highlights the exibility of

on ludes

apa ity redu tion.

entrally s heduled MAC s hemes (e.g. IEEE 802.16) to a -

ommodate variable ber lengths and to dynami ally

ontrol the additional propagation delay

in urred.
Finally, Chapter 4 explores the extension of the OFM te hnique to point-to-multipoint distributed antenna systems by the introdu tion of sub arrier multiplexing and wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM) me hanisms. OFM links

an t in

onventional wavelength division mul-

tiplexing patterns, where the opti al spe trum broadening produ ed by the opti al frequen y
modulation sets the limits to the spa ing in the wavelength grid in whi h the link
orporated.

Two network designs are proposed and experimentally demonstrated: a

ar hite ture that enables exible dynami

an be inompa t

RF and wavelength allo ation, and an all-ber full-

duplex multimode ber wavelength division multiplexing network for the delivery of wireless
broadband servi es inside buildings.

87
The rst network design proposes the

ombined use of agile GCSR tunable lasers at the CS with

passive arrayed waveguide gratings (AWG-s) for a exible,

ompa t WDM star-tree distribu-

tion antenna system. The experimental results reported show that GCSR lasers are

apable of

supporting the tone frequen y modulation required by OFM, despite that they are spe i ally
optimized for digital appli ations. This fa t, together with the possibility of dire tly modulating
the gain

urrent of the laser with the wireless signal at a low-frequen y sub arrier,

an avoid

the ne essity of external phase and intensity modulators, whi h enables the development of a
ompa t and
wavelength

ost-ee tive CS. Moreover, GCSR lasers
hannels. Therefore, when

ombined with the passive wavelength routing

of AWG-s, they enable the implementation of dynami
provision of exible radio

an be tuned to a number of ITU-T grid
apability

wavelength allo ation strategies for the

apa ity on demand in a wireless network with varying tra

mobility management algorithms for the support of seamless ubiquitous

load and

onne tivity.

Although many RoF te hniques have been investigated for the transmission of radio signals over
multimode ber, their tight dependen e on the multimode ber frequen y response has prevented them from being extended to point-to-multipoint ar hite tures. However, the robustness
of OFM against modal dispersion impairments demonstrated in Chapter 2 has made possible
the a

omplishment of a radio over multimode ber distribution antenna system, whi h is the

se ond design proposal in Chapter 4. This se ond network design represents the rst ever reported (to the best of the author's knowledge) full-duplex multimode WDM ring network for the
distribution of broadband wireless servi es, whi h has been implemented with an all-ber multimode add/drop node based on a narrow-band multimode ber Bragg grating. The experiments
arried out with this design a hieve su

essful distribution of 64-QAM radio signals at 24 GHz

after 4.4 km of multimode ber transmission. However, the insu ient transmission and ree tion

hara teristi s of the multimode ber Bragg grating

ause a sizeable amount of

ross-talk

interferen e, whi h is the major limiting fa tor for the network s alability of the proposed design.
Nevertheless, the system performan e is not jeopardized by modal dispersion, and the robustness
of the approa h against modal dispersion impairments in multimode ber transmission is also
maintained through the multimode ber add/drop node.

Therefore, the further development

of high-quality narrow-band multimode ber Bragg gratings

an improve the performan e and

reliability of the proposed multimode WDM network for radio over multimode ber distribution,
whi h is of parti ular interest in in-building s enarios.
As has been demonstrated in this thesis, RoF distributed antenna systems based on OFM
be a

ommodated in any kind of ber-based (single- or multimode) infrastru ture and

smoothly merged with typi al broadband opti al a

algorithms to enable ubiquitous wireless

an be

ess network topologies by wavelength di-

vision multiplexing me hanisms. This oers the possibility of implementing
sour e management strategies for e ient dynami

an

ommon radio re-

spe trum allo ation and seamless mobility

onne tivity. Therefore, their appli ation to in-building

network s enarios has prospe ts for a future home network where the bundle of xed broadband
servi es and the mare magnum of

urrent and emerging wireless

ommuni ation systems and

Chapter 5. Summary and Outlook

88
appli ations

an

oexist, yielding a truly servi e integrated

user, a promising dire tion for further resear h.

ommuni ations environment for the
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Appendix A

Bessel Fun tions Expansion

The expression


cos Ψ(t − A) − Ψ(t − B)

with

Ψ(t) = ωo t + β sin(ωsw t)

(A.1)

an be expanded as




cos ωo (B − A) + β sin ωsw (t − A) − β sin ωsw (t − B) ,
whi h, after using the trigonometri

sin(x)−sin(y) = 2·sin

x − y 
2

·cos

(A.2)

identities

x + y 
2

and

cos(x+y) = cos(x)·cos(y)−sin(x)·sin(y),

an be written as

cos(α) · cos z · cos(ωsw t − ωsw ·
where

α = ω0 (B − A)

and

A+B
2 )



− sin(α) · sin z · cos(ωsw t − ωsw ·

z = 2β sin(ωsw B−A
2 ).

cos(x sin θ) = J0 (x) + 2
sin(x sin θ) = 2

n=1
where

Jn

represents an

n-order

+ 2 sin(α)

∞
X

n=1
∞
X

n=1

α = ω0 (B − A)

and

,

(A.3)

∞
X


J2n (x) cos 2nθ ,

and


J2n−1 (x) sin (2n − 1)θ ,

Bessel fun tion of the rst kind, (A.1) results into

cos(α)J0 (z) + 2 cos(α)

where



Using the expansions

n=1
∞
X

A+B
2 )

(−1)n J2n (z) · cos 2nωsw (t −

A+B
2 )



+

(−1)n J2n−1 (z) · cos (2n − 1)ωsw (t −

z = 2β sin(ωsw B−A
2 ).

A+B
2 )



,

(A.4)

Symbols and A ronyms

Symbols

A ronyms

E(t)

opti al eld

2G

se ond generation

Ψ(t)

opti al phase

3G-LTE

third generation long term evolution

i(t)

ele tri al

ACK

a knowledgement

Jn

n-order Bessel fun tion

fsc

sub arrier

ADM

add/drop multiplexer

fsw

sweep frequen y

AS

antenna site

n

harmoni

ATM

asyn hronous transfer mode

fRF

RF

AWG

arrayed waveguide grating

fLO

lo al os illator

λ0

opti al

arrier (wavelength)

B2B

ba k-to-ba k

ω0

opti al

arrier (angular frequen y)

BC

broad ast

β

FM index

BER

bit error rate

τ

shift delay

BPF

bandpass lter

θp

polarization angle

α

B-PON

Broadband PON

attenuation

D

dispersion

BS

base station

M

number of mode groups

BW

bandwidth

wi

mode power distribution

CDMA

ode division multiple a ess

dij

power mixing

cij

CH

hannel

MHz

wi · dij

Megahertz

CIR

arrier-to-interferer ratio

GHz

Gigahertz

CPRI

Mb/s

Megabit per se ond

CS

ontrol station

MS/s

Mega-symbol per se ond

CSMA/CA

arrier-sense multiple a ess with
ollision avoidan e

urrent

number

arrier

oe ient

oe ient

Common Radio Publi Interfa e

DAS

distributed antenna system

DC

dire t urrent

DFB

distributed-feedba k
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DGD

dierential group delay

DiL

dire t link

DL

downlink

DSL

digital subs riber line

DWDM

dense-WDM

EDGE

Enhan ed Data Rates for GSM
Evolution

ETSI

European Tele ommuni ations
Standards Institute

ITU-T

International Tele ommuni ation
Union  Tele ommuni ation
Standardization Se tor

LLC

logi al link ontrol

LO

lo al os illator

LPF

low pass lter

MAC

medium a ess ontrol

MGD

mode group delay

MIMO

multiple-input multiple-output

EVM

error ve tor magnitude

MMF

multimode ber

FBG

ber Bragg grating

mm-wave

millimeter wave

FDD

frequen y division duplex

MZI

Ma h-Zehnder interferometer

FEC

forward error orre tion

NRZ

non-return-to-zero

FM

frequen y-modulation

OC

opti al ir ulator

FSAN

Full Servi e A ess Networks

O-E-O

opti al to ele tri al to opti al

FSR

free spe tral range

OFL

over-lled laun h

FTTH

ber-to-the-home

OFM

opti al frequen y multipli ation

GCSR

single grating assisted oupler
sampled ree tor

OIL

opti al inje tion lo king

OIPLL

opti al inje tion phase lo k loop

GE-PON

Gigabit-Ethernet PON

ONU

opti al network unit

G-PON

Gigabit- apable PON

OPEX

operational expenditure

GSM

Global System for Mobile
ommuni ations

OPLL

opti al phase lo k loop

GPRS

General Pa ket Radio Servi e

OSI

Open Systems Inter onne tion

PRBS

pseudo random bit sequen e

PBS

polarization beam splitter

HIPERLAN HIgh PERforman e Lo al Area
Network
HSPA

High-Speed Pa ket A ess

PC

polarization ontroller

IEEE

Institute of Ele tri al and
Ele troni s Engineers

PER

pa ket error rate

PHY

physi al layer

IF

intermediate frequen y

PI

polarization interferometer

IM

intensity-modulation

PM

phase modulator

IP

internet proto ol

PMD

polarization mode dispersion

IQ

in-phase and quadrature

PMF

polarization maintaining ber

PON

passive opti al network
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PS

physi al slot

QAM

quadrature amplitude modulation

QoS

quality of servi e

RA

random a ess

RAP

radio a ess point

RE

radio equipment

REC

radio equipment ontrol

RF

radio frequen y

RoF

radio-over-ber

RoMMF

radio-over-multimode-ber

RTG

Rx/Tx Transition Gap

Rx

re eption

SCM

sub arrier multiplexing

SME

small and medium enterprise

SMF

single-mode ber

SNR

signal-to-noise ratio

SS

subs riber station

SSB

single sideband

TDD

time division duplex

TDM

time division multiplexing

TDMA

time division multiple a ess

TE

terminal equipment

TRX

trans eiver

TTG

Tx/Rx Transition Gap

Tx

transmission

TV

tele-vision

UL

uplink

UMTS

Universal Mobile
Tele ommuni ations System

UWB

ultra-wideband

VSA

ve tor signal analyzer

VSG

ve tor signal generator

WDM

wavelength division multiplexing

WiMAX

worldwide inter-operability for
mi rowave a ess

WLAN

wireless lo al area networks

WMAN

wireless metropolitan area networks

WPAN

wireless personal area networks

WWAN

wireless wide area networks
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Ali e :

Cheshire Cat :

Ali e :

Cheshire Cat :

Ali e :

Cheshire Cat :

Would you tell me please, whi h way I ought to go from here?

That depends a good deal on where you want to get to.

I don't mu h

are where, 

Then it doesn't matter whi h way you go.

 so long as I get somewhere.

Oh, you're sure to do that, if you only walk long enough.

Ali e's Adventures in Wonderland
(Lewis Carroll)

